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Abstract
In 2010, the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society published a 32-page brochure, “The Origin of Life”,
with the intention of supporting its view that life was created by a divine source, as declared in the
Hebrew Scriptures.
The purpose of this Critique is to examine the manner in which the brochure employs information
from scientists to support the Watchtower’s position. Their brochure does not claim that any of the
cited scientists supports its stance on Creation and indeed makes it very clear that the scientists are
evolutionists.
When the brochure provides information from a scientist, it appeals to the reader’s subjective opinion,
asking whether it is possible that unaided Nature could have resulted in the outcomes witnessed by
scientists. This is the brochure’s strategy and agenda. Truth would thus be determined through
subjective opinion. However, this very same information is used by scientists in their support for
evolution.
The brochure’s focus is on the source of life and should thus be titled: “The Originator of Life”,
leading to its ultimate objective: join us.
This Critique examines each of the brochure’s 51 references to scientists. Are they accurately and
honestly reported and cited? Is the brochure completely honest with its reader?
The brochure claims that the reader needs to make their own decision and be open to all sides of the
argument for and against its views:
Examine the evidence for evolution and for creation and then decide for themselves
which they will believe.1
Does the brochure itself meet this self-confessed criterion? Is it balanced? Is it fair? Is it honest?
How does it rate against that Primary Value, “intellectual integrity”?
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The Origin of Life: Five Questions Worth Asking, page 3, Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, 2010
(Hereafter, “The Origin of Life”)
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The subject of this Critique, the brochure “The Origin of Life: Five Questions Worth Asking”, is
freely available at: https://www.jw.org/en/publications/books/origin-of-life-5-questions/
This Critique opens with a brief summary of five 18th century and 19th century proponents of the
Theory of Evolution. Then a brief discussion is provided on each of the brochure’s Endnotes referred
to in its text.
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THE EARLY VISIONARIES
It is important to comprehend the environment which created and nurtured the Theory of Evolution.
What is true of any exegesis: “A text without a context is the pretext for a ‘proof text’”.

Jean Baptiste Pierre Antoine de Monet, Chevalier de Lamarck (1744-1829)
Darwin was not the first naturalist to propose that species changed over time into new
species—that life, as we would say now, evolves. In the eighteenth century, Buffon and
other naturalists began to introduce the idea that life might not have been fixed since
creation. By the end of the 1700s, paleontologists had swelled the fossil collections of
Europe, offering a picture of the past at odds with an unchanging natural world. And in
1801, a French naturalist named Jean Baptiste Pierre Antoine de Monet, Chevalier de
Lamarck took a great conceptual step and proposed a full-blown theory of evolution.

Bronze statue of Jean-Baptiste de Lamarck
Jardin des Plantes botanical garden, Paris
Lamarck started his scientific career as a botanist, but in 1793 he became one of the
founding professors of the Musee National d’Histoire Naturelle as an expert on
invertebrates. His work on classifying worms, spiders, molluscs, and other boneless
creatures was far ahead of his time. …
Lamarck was proposing that life took on its current form through natural processes, not
through miraculous interventions. For British naturalists in particular, steeped as they
were in natural theology, this was appalling. They believed that nature was a reflection of
God’s benevolent design. To them, it seemed Lamarck was claiming that it was the result
of blind primal forces. Rejected by some on religious grounds and shunned by scientists
like Cuvier for lack of deductive rigor in his arguments, Lamarck died in 1829 in poverty
and obscurity.
But the notion of evolution did not die with him. The French naturalist Geoffroy St.
Hilaire would champion another version of evolutionary change in the 1820s, and the
British writer Robert Chambers would author a best-selling argument for evolution in
1844: Vestiges of a Natural Creation. And in 1859, Charles Darwin would publish the
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Origin of Species. Lamarck, St. Hilaire, Chambers, and Darwin all had radically different
ideas about how evolution operates. …
Despite all he got wrong, Lamarck can be credited with envisioning evolutionary change
for the first time.3

Georges Cuvier (1769-1832)
By the 1700s, fossils had been inducted into the living world. Instead of being produced
by rocks themselves, fossils were recognized as the remains of animals or plants. They
looked too much like particular living species to be anything else. As the eighteenth
century wore on, some fossils emerged that could not be tied so neatly to the known
living species. Elephants, for example, had left fossils in Italy, where they could no
longer be found. Yet elephants still lived in Africa, and naturalists assumed that other
fossils had living counterparts of their own in some remote part of the world. But, at the
end of the century, a French naturalist popularized an astonishing revelation: some
species had actually vanished from the face of the Earth.
Georges Cuvier (1769-1832) joined the fledgling National Museum in Paris in 1795, and
quickly became the world’s leading expert on the anatomy of animals. He then used that
knowledge to interpret fossils with unprecedented insight. Legend has it that sometimes
even a few fragments of bones were enough for him to reconstruct the complete anatomy
of a previously unknown species with uncanny accuracy.
A few earlier naturalists, such as Buffon, had argued that species might become extinct.
But for some people in Cuvier’s day, the idea of extinction was religiously troubling. If
God had created all of nature according to a divine plan at the beginning of the world, it
would seem irrational for Him to let some parts of that creation die off. If life consisted
of a Great Chain of Being, extending from ocean slime to humans to angels, extinctions
would remove some of its links.
Cuvier carefully studied elephant fossils found near Paris. He discovered that their bones
were indisputably distinct from those of living elephants in Africa and India. They were
distinct even from fossil elephants in Siberia. Cuvier scoffed at the idea that living
members of these fossil species were lurking somewhere on Earth, unrecognized—they
were simply too big. Instead, Cuvier declared that they were separate species that had
vanished. He later studied many other big mammal fossils and demonstrated that they too
did not belong to any species alive today. The fossil evidence led him to propose that
periodically the Earth went through sudden changes, each of which could wipe out a
number of species.
Cuvier established extinctions as a fact that any future scientific theory of life had to
explain. In Darwin’s theory, species that did not adapt to changing environments or
withstand the competition of other species faced annihilation. Darwin did not, however,
accept all of Cuvier’s ideas on extinctions. Like Charles Lyell before him, he doubted
that species went extinct in great “catastrophes.” Just as the planet’s geology changed
gradually, so did its species become extinct gradually as new species were formed.
On this score, Cuvier has been somewhat vindicated. Perhaps 99% of all species that
ever existed on Earth are now extinct. Most of those extinct species disappeared in a
Darwinian trickle—what paleontologists call “background extinctions.” But several
times over the past 600 million years, life has experienced “mass extinctions”, in which
half or more of all species alive at the time disappeared in fewer than two million
years—a blink of a geological eye.4

3
4

https://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/history_09 (accessed 28 July 2019)
https://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/%3C?%20echo%20$baseURL;%20?%3E_0_0/history_08
(accessed 28 July 2019)
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Charles Lyell (1797-1875)
Charles Lyell’s Principles of Geology, published in 1830, shook prevailing views of how
Earth had been formed. His book was an attack on the common belief among geologists
and other Christians that unique catastrophes or supernatural events – such as Noah’s
flood – shaped Earth’s surface. According to this view, a once-tumultuous period of
change had slowed to today’s calmer, more leisurely pace.
Lyell argued that the formation of Earth’s crust took place through countless small
changes occurring over vast periods of time, all according to known natural laws. …
Darwin read Lyell’s landmark text while on the Beagle, and was much inspired by it. His
own experiences during the voyage backed up the geologist’s theories. …
“The present is the key to the past,” was the motto of uniformitarian science. And
Darwin, greatly influenced by Lyell, extended that principle to biology. Species, like
geologic features, evolved gradually or died out gradually. Like the forces Lyell talked
of, the shifting and rising and falling of land (as illustrated by the Temple of Serapis),
Darwin held that the forces seen today in the biologic world – reproduction, inheritance,
and competition – gradually produced the whole diversity of life on Earth.
There, Lyell could not, and did not, go. He believed that every animal or plant, including
humankind, was adapted to the niche in which it was created.6

Charles Darwin (1809-1882) and Alfred Russel Wallace (1823-1913)
The genius of Darwin, the way in which he suddenly turned all of biology upside down
in 1859 with the publication of the Origin of Species, can sometimes give the misleading
impression that the theory of evolution sprang from his forehead fully formed without
any precedent in scientific history. But … the raw material for Darwin’s theory had been
known for decades. Geologists and paleontologists had made a compelling case that life
had been on Earth for a long time, that it had changed over that time, and that many
species had become extinct. At the same time, embryologists and other naturalists
studying living animals in the early 1800s had discovered, sometimes unwittingly, much
of the best evidence for Darwin’s theory.
It was Darwin’s genius both to show how all this evidence favored the evolution of
species from a common ancestor and to offer a plausible mechanism by which life might
evolve. Lamarck and others had promoted evolutionary theories, but in order to explain
5
6

https://slideplayer.com/slide/8202989/ (accessed 10 August 2019)
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/evolution/library/02/4/l_024_01.html (accessed 28 July 2019)
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just how life changed, they depended on speculation. … Many German biologists
conceived of life evolving according to predetermined rules, in the same way an embryo
develops in the womb. But in the mid-1800s, Darwin and the British biologist Alfred
Russel Wallace independently conceived of a natural, even observable, way for life to
change: a process Darwin called natural selection.
Darwin and Wallace found their inspiration in economics. An English parson named
Tomas Malthus published a book in 1797 called Essay on the Principle of Population in
which he warned his fellow Englishmen that most policies designed to help the poor
were doomed because of the relentless pressure of population growth. A nation could
easily double its population in a few decades, leading to famine and misery for all.
When Darwin and Wallace read Malthus, it occurred to both of them that animals and
plants should also be experiencing the same population pressure. It should take very little
time for the world to be knee-deep in beetles or earthworms. But the world is not overrun
with them, or any other species, because they cannot reproduce to their full potential.
Many die before they become adults. They are vulnerable to droughts and cold winters
and other environmental assaults. And their food supply, like that of a nation, is not
infinite. Individuals must compete, albeit unconsciously, for what little food there is.
Darwin began formulating his theory of natural selection in the late 1830s but he went on
working quietly on it for twenty years. He wanted to amass a wealth of evidence before
publicly presenting his idea. During those years he corresponded briefly with Wallace,
who was exploring the wildlife of South America and Asia. Wallace supplied Darwin
with birds for his studies and decided to seek Darwin’s help in publishing his own ideas
on evolution. He sent Darwin his theory in 1858, which, to Darwin’s shock, nearly
replicated Darwin’s own. …
Darwin had been working on a major book on evolution and used that to develop On
the Origins of Species, which was published in 1859. Wallace, on the other hand,
continued his travels and focused his study on the importance of biogeography.
The book was not only a best seller but also one of the most influential scientific
books of all time. Yet it took time for its full argument to take hold. Within a few
decades, most scientists accepted that evolution and the descent of species from
common ancestors were real. But natural selection had a harder time finding
acceptance. In the late 1800s many scientists who called themselves Darwinists
actually preferred a Lamarckian explanation for the way life changed over time. It
would take the discovery of genes and mutations in the twentieth century to make
natural selection not just attractive as an explanation, but unavoidable.7
============
Many others laid foundations for the Theory of Evolution. Science is not a fossil; it keeps evolving
and this is truer in the 21st century with technological advances ever expanding the horizons of
understanding. Just as there are differences between religions, just as there are differences within each
religion, so there are differences in the explanations of the mechanism of evolution.
The purpose of the material that follows is to determine whether the author of the brochure can be
trusted. The author cites several scientists. If these reports are reported honestly and fully, then the
reader can place a degree of trust in the brochure.
If, however, the author is less than fully forthcoming, or has not provided a balanced report on any
source being cited, then the brochure’s author cannot be trusted. The author will not have shown
respect towards the reader.

7

https://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/%3C?%20echo%20$baseURL;%20?%3E_0_0/history_14
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Alexandre Meinesz (Endnotes 1, 10)

The Origin of Life, pages 4-5

The Origin of Life, page 9
Alexandre Meinesz responded to the brochure’s unauthorised misuse of his material and that it was
being used to promote creationist ideas.8 Since his posting is, naturally enough, in French, I have
taken the liberty of providing my own English translation.

Focusing
(Nice, 26 September 2010)

In the booklet “Five questions to ask on the origin of Life” published in 33,000,000
copies and 181 languages by Jehovah’s Witnesses in September 2010, my book “How
life began” is mentioned in reference to confirm creationist beliefs.
I have not been consulted for this! I thus react to this presentation of my writings.
Extracts from the booklet “Five questions to ask about the origin of life” (Question 1:
How did life begin?)

8

http://www.alexandre-meinesz.com/fra/index.php?p=crea (accessed 30 August 2019)
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[My translation of the French brochure] In 2008, Alexandre Meinesz, professor of
biology at the University of Nice Sophia Antipolis (France), put his finger on the
problem by declaring in relation to the recent 50 years: “No evidence can validate the
hypotheses of the appearance of life on Earth from the mineral and no significant
advance of knowledge scientists plead in their favor.”
[Text of the English brochure, for comparison] In 2008, Professor of Biology Alexandre
Meinesz highlighted the dilemma. He stated that over the last 50 years, “no empirical
evidence supports the hypotheses of the spontaneous appearance of life on Earth from
nothing but a molecular soup, and no significant advance in scientific knowledge leads in
this direction.”

Note that the page numbers of Alexandre Meinesz’ book are different in its French and English
editions. The brochure’s author correctly identified that the passage being referenced from
Meinesz’ book appears on page 66 in the original French book (below) and that it appears on page
45 of the English translation. This shows that the brochure’s author and the translator of the French
version were thoroughly aware of Meinesz’ position, including his diagrams depicting evolution.
[Translation] The balance sheet of the last fifty
years of research on the origin of life is simple.
There is no evidence to validate the hypotheses
of the appearance of life on Earth from the
mineral and no significant advances in
scientific knowledge to support them. Even if
our Alchemists one day put together in the
laboratory a piece of the jigsaw puzzle that
makes up the bacterial factory, it will be
difficult, if not impossible, to prove that this
happened on earth. On the other hand, there is
the emergence of a new set of arguments and
evidence (magnetite collars) in favour of an
alternative hypothesis; extraterrestrial origin. If
this hypothesis were supported by new
evidence, many articles challenging the first
evidence described as early as 1996 could be
called into question. After all, if one team
brings in evidence of the presence of fossil
traces of bacteria on a meteorite and another
team proves that these traces can be of mineral
or terrestrial origin, there is nothing to be
decided: there is doubt. Both demonstrations
neutralize each other. On the other hand, if
there is other evidence that the rock does
indeed have traces of life, the neutralized
arguments need to be reconsidered. For
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example, the meteorite ALH84001 has several
features that could have been developed both
by mineralization and biogenously (including
hydrocarbons found in carbonate globules) and
a feature that is biogenic (magnetite queues). It
is difficult to accept that several completely
independent processes of mineralization can
induce results similar to those usually
composed by living in tiny carbonate cells
contained in such a small pebble, that the
alternative hypothesis – their biological origincan lead to explain all the characteristics in
question.
[Passage from the English language Kindle] The origin of life is elsewhere. The divine
magic wand that produced life on Earth was shaped like a meteorite! Fiction—the
legendary Martians—rejoins reality if we replace the little green men by tiny green
bacteria. The balance sheet of the last 50 years of research on the origin of life is simple.
No empirical evidence supports the hypotheses of the spontaneous appearance of life on
Earth from nothing but a molecular soup, and no significant advance in scientific
knowledge leads in this direction. Even if our alchemists one day reconstruct in their
laboratories part of the puzzle of how bacterial machinery arose, it will be difficult, if not
impossible, to prove that that is how things actually happened on Earth.9
[On his web site, Meinesz continues:] You will find that the quoted sentence was used
only in the context of a debate concerning the place of the first appearance of life with
two hypotheses: on Earth or elsewhere. This should not be interpreted as if I had
expressed doubts about the origin of life from the mineral!
In terms of explanation of the origin of life, the difference with religious beliefs and
scientific assumptions is that these are not dogmatic. Scientific knowledge is constantly
improving, and with regard to the origin of life, discoveries for constant evolution are
considerable; which also makes it possible to refine the scientific hypotheses!
In my book, I schematised my way of seeing the origin of life and its evolution. I give
attached two diagrams (page 229 and page 245) which show that all that is fortuitous
(hazards and contingencies) presided in the elaboration of the current biodiversity. All
this is far from creationist beliefs!
My book, which has become a reference for tens of millions of readers of the booklet,
will have to be better read and understood by the editor of the pamphlet and Jehovah’s
Witnesses’ followers who use it to spread their beliefs. They will have to take into
account my evolutionist vision of the origin of life!
Page 66 of my book (page 45 in the English Kindle): http://www.alexandremeinesz.com/pdf/Page%2066%20de%20mon%20Livre.pdf?PHPSESSID=4d7a02fd3cde
cc4fa4e1cb0a6424855d
Diagram: Chance and Evolution (page 229 of [Alexandre’s] book—page 186 in the
English Kindle): http://www.alexandremeinesz.com/pdf/Hasards%20et%20evolution%20p.229.pdf
Diagram: Unions (page 245 of [Alexandre’s] book—page 203 in the English Kindle):
http://www.alexandre-meinesz.com/pdf/Unions%20p.%20245.pdf

9

Meinesz, Alexandre. How Life Began – Evolution’s Three Geneses, page 45. University of Chicago Press.
Kindle Edition. (Underlining supplied to indicate the words cited in the brochure.)
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Evolution: the fourth form of randomness. The three positive, creative, and
innovative random events of mutations, genetic mixing, and natural selection, and
the negative random event of major cataclysms. The colanders represent the
physical and chemical constraints that filter out particular innovations from the
mass that arise. (Drawings by Alexandre Meinesz, arranged by Marjorie Meinesz.)
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The three geneses of life. Each genesis derives from a union that produces new
living organizations (evolutionary "jackpots"). The fruits of the three geneses
coexist today on Earth (bacteria, protists, and the lineages of multicellular
eukaryotes), while prebiotic assemblages have never been found (there is no
documented spontaneous generation of bacteria). (Drawing by Alexandre
Meinesz, arranged by Marjorie Meinesz.)
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On pages 30-33 of his book [brochure’s Endnotes 1 and 10 make references], Alexandre Meinesz
presents proponents of Transpermia (also known as Exogensis), who promote the idea that life on
Earth results from seeding from elsewhere. This explains the reason behind Meinesz’ statement
provided by the brochure. Francis Crick promoted Directed Transpermia, and he is mentioned by
Meinesz at page 33 in that context.This explains the creation of Endnote [1]a, where Crick
discusses his idea of Directed Transpermia. Meinesz mentions Crick at several locations.
The theory of panspermia was defended by many Nobel laureates during the second half
the twentieth century. The most imaginative among them was Francis Crick (1916–
2004), codiscoverer of the structure of DNA. Crick wrote a book in which he
propounded his hypothesis very seriously; he called it “directed panspermia.”
According to him, a spaceship arrived from elsewhere, intentionally loaded with bacteria,
and crashed on Earth, thus liberating a great diversity of these microorganisms, of which
certain types have survived and proliferated. This book is symptomatic. Crick, discoverer
of and specialist in DNA, rejected the hypothesis of the spontaneous formation of DNA
on Earth from nonliving matter. He concluded that DNA came from elsewhere.10
======
Astrobiology and the Dogma That Life Originated on Earth
We must humbly recognize that the first hypothesis, that of the birth of life on Earth, is
only an unsupported hypothesis; all research trying to confirm it is at an impasse. It is
just an idea that seems logical and evident. An idea that is taught. This idea has become
a dogma.
These considerations lead us to examine the alternative hypothesis more closely, that the
seeds of life that appeared on Earth came from elsewhere. Elsewhere! This is a
completely different view of the matter that implies the existence of incubators of life
elsewhere and other unknown forces behind the origin of the first gene and the first
process assembling molecules in a way that led to bacteria. This is an easy solution—the
problem of the origin (the place and time of the genesis of life) is unresolved; it is
displaced. But the idea is seductive; it is also based on nothing, it is just another
speculative hypothesis. It has become a theory. Two Nobel laureates are among the
pioneers of this theory: the Irishman Lord Kelvin (1824–1907) and the Swede Svante
Arrhenius (1859–1927), who gave this theory the name panspermia (which literally
means “seeds disseminated everywhere”).11
======
Meinesz on evolution
The Frenchman Jean-Baptiste de Lamarck was the first to dare to write that species
changed through time. He was first to admire the phenomenon that he perceived—a
gradual progression from the infinitely small to man. …
It took more than two centuries for man to reconstruct a coherent history of life on earth
and to change profoundly our perception of the nature of the grandeur of life. In the
conclusion of his masterwork, On The Origin of Species, Charles Darwin evoked the
grandeur of life by referring to many natural laws that had as an admirable outcome the
production of higher animals. “There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several
powers, having been originally breathed by the Creator into a few forms or into one.”
Darwin was fascinated by the perfectionist power of the mechanism he had described; for
him, “as natural selection works solely by and for the good of each being, all corporeal
and mental endowments will tend to progress towards perfection.” The many scientific
advances since then have greatly changed our understanding of the mechanisms that have
led to the splendor of the array of living species inhabiting our planet.
10
11

Meinesz, Alexandre. How Life Began: Evolution’s Three Geneses, pages 33-34
Meinesz, page 33
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First, we can distinguish three fundamental steps, three successive geneses: those of
bacteria, single-celled animals and plants, and finally the multicellular flora and fauna
visible to the naked eye. Each step has left on our planet an ensemble of organisms that
have evolved in their own ways. Bacteria appeared first, more than 3.5 billion years ago.
Since then, they have continued to evolve internally, inside their single cells. Better
adapted than other organisms to the different conditions of life on earth, today they
dominate all ecosystems.
Next, it must be stressed that the evolutionary process of natural selection described by
Darwin is just one of the mechanisms leading to the elaboration of a new species. It has
been established that mutations, chromosomal mixing, and physical and chemical
constraints are just as important in the emergence of a new species. Finally, we must not
forget that evolutionary forays and innovations, and living equilibria they produce, are
never assured of producing descendents forever. They are always at the mercy of blind
eradication caused by cataclysms.12
======
Directed Panspermia—postulates that the roots of our form of life go back to another
place in the universe, almost certainly another planet; that it had reached a very advanced
form there before anything much had started here; and that life here was seeded by
microorganisms sent on some form of spaceship by an advanced civilization.13
======
One soon learns that plausibility alone will not do, quite apart from the fact that it is
usually contaminated with our unstated prejudices. Directed Panspermia may at first
sight seem farfetched, but can we give solid reasons for this initial reaction? Thirty years
of experience in molecular biology has taught one the lesson that plausibility is not
enough.14
======
The kindest thing to state about Directed Panspermia, then, is to concede that it is indeed
a valid scientific theory, but that as a theory it is premature. This inevitably leads to the
question, will its time ever come? And here we must tread carefully. …
I cannot myself see just how we shall ever decide how life originated, but I believe that
at least the evidence on which to base such a decision will grow, though when, if ever, it
will reach such a level that we can feel confident that we have found the answer, only the
future can tell. All we can say is that the problem, and the related problem of life on
other worlds, is so important to us that in the long run, it will be bad luck if we fail to
find the answer.15
Endnote [1]a: Life Itself: Its Origin and Nature (1981), by Francis Crick
We [Leslie Orgel and Francis Crick] called our idea Directed Panspermia, and published
it quietly in Icarus16.
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Meinesz, pages 227-229
Crick, Life Itself: Its Origin and Nature, page 141
14
Crick, page 152
15
Crick, page 153
16
Crick, Francis, page 16. (Their original 1972 article on Directed Panspermia is available at:
https://profiles.nlm.nih.gov/ps/access/scbccp.pdf accessed 15 August 2019)
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Robert Shapiro (Endnotes 2, 3, 4)

The Origin of Life, page 5

The Origin of Life, page 5

The Origin of Life, page 5
The Scientific American article was available on 28 July 2019 at:
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/a-simpler-origin-for-life/
The article’s heading explains the brochure’s selective quotes:
“The sudden appearance of a large-self-copying molecule such as RNA was exceedingly
improbable. Energy-driven networks of small molecules afford better odds as the
initiators of life.”
Excerpts from the Scientific American article by Robert Shapiro
DNA, RNA, proteins and other elaborate large molecules must then be set aside as
participants in the origin of life. … Fortunately, an alternative group of theories that can
employ these materials has existed for decades. The theories employ a thermodynamic
rather than a genetic definition of life …
One assumption of the small-molecule approach is that coupled reactions and primitive
catalysts sufficient to get life started exist in nature. ... The small molecule approach to
the origin of life makes several demands upon nature (a compartment, an external energy
supply, a driver reaction coupled to that supply, and the existence of a chemical network
that contains that reaction). These requirements are general in nature, however, and are
immensely more probable than the elaborate multi-step pathways needed to form a
molecule that can function as a replicator. …
If the general small-molecule paradigm were confirmed, then our expectations of the
place of life in the universe would change. … The small-molecule alternative is in
harmony with the views of biologist Stuart Kauffman: “If this is all true, life is vastly
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more probable than we have supposed. Not only are we at home in the universe, but we
are far more likely to share it with unknown companions.”17

Hubert P.Yockey (Endnote 5)

The Origin of Life, page 6
Page 182 of Yockey’s book, as referred to by Endnote 5 of the brochure, opens with a quotation
from Charles Darwin:
Although I am fully convinced of the truth of the views given in this volume under the
form of an abstract, I by no means expect to convince experienced naturalists whose
minds are stocked with a multitude of facts all viewed, during a long course of years,
from a point of view directly opposite to mine. It is so easy to hide our ignorance under
such expressions as the “plan of creation,” “unity of design,” &c., and to think that we
have given an explanation when we only re-state a fact. Any one whose disposition leads
him to attach more weight to unexplained difficulties than to the explanation of a certain
number of facts will certainly reject the theory. A few naturalists, endowed with much
flexibility of mind, and who have already begun to doubt the immutability of species,
may be influenced by this volume; but I look with confidence to the future—to young
and rising naturalists who will be to able view both sides of the question with
impartiality.
Charles Darwin (1872, p. 444)18
Context of the passage cited by the brochure
No code exists to send information from protein sequences to sequences in mRNA or
DNA. Therefore, it is impossible that the origin of life was “proteins first” from Haeckers
Urschleim. The restrictions of the Central Dogma on the origin of life are mathematical.
Scientists cannot get around it by clever chemistry.
This restriction prevails in spite of the concentration of protein in a “prebiotic soup” may
have been or may be on some “Earth-like” planet elsewhere in the universe. For this and
other reasons the origin of life is unknowable.
Most of the publications on the origin of life are based on chemical reactions that under
“plausible prebiotic conditions” (as though mankind is capable of deciding what is
“plausible”) are presumed to provide an Urschleim from which proteins are alleged to
have originated in the early ocean.19
On the previous page 181 of his book, Yockey states:
The origin of life, like the origin of the universe, is unknowable. But once life has
appeared, Shannon’s Channel Capacity Theorem assures us that genetic messages will
not fade away and can indeed survive for 3.85 billion years without assistance from an
Intelligent Designer. …
The same genetic code, the same DNA, the same amino acids and the genetic message
that unites all organisms, independent of morphology, proves that the theory of evolution

17

Shapiro, Robert. A Simpler Origin for Life. Scientific American, February 12, 2007
Yockey, Hubert. Information Theory, Evolution and the Origin of Life, page 182
19
Yockey, Hubert. Information Theory, Evolution and the Origin of Life, page 182 (underlining added)
18
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is as well established as any in science. …
The fact that there are many things unavailable to human knowledge and reasoning, even
in mathematics, does not mean that there must be an Intelligent Designer.20
Email by Yockey
We will never know what caused the Big Bang and we will never know what caused life.
By the way, I am indeed an anti-creationist because I believe that the origin of life is, like
the Big Bang, a part of nature but is unknowable to man. …
The recent data on the genomes of human and other organisms provide mathematical
proof of “Darwinism” beyond a reasonable doubt.21

Dr Carol Cleland (Endnote 6)

The Origin of Life, page 6
As at 29 July 2019, the article was available at:
https://www.nasa.gov/vision/universe/starsgalaxies/life’s_working_definition.html
Cleland was responding the question: What is your favored theory for how life could have arisen on
Earth? She continued, but the brochure fails to enlighten its readership
All of the popular accounts of the origin of life strike me as side stepping this issue.
Instead, they focus on the other hurdle: producing amino acids and nucleotides, and
getting them to polymerize into proteins and nucleic acids (typically, RNA). But it seems
to me that none of them have provided us with a very satisfying story about how this
happened. All the scenarios that have been proposed for producing RNA under plausible
natural conditions lack experimental demonstration. …
I suppose that if I had to pick a favorite theory, it would be Freeman Dyson’s double
20
21

Yockey, Hubert. Information Theory, Evolution and the Origin of Life, page 181 (underlining added)
http://wasdarwinwrong.com/korthof5.htm#Yocky (accessed 29 July 2019)
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origin theory, which postulates an initial protein world that eventually produced an RNA
world as a by-product of an increasingly sophisticated metabolism. The RNA world,
which starts out as an obligatory parasite of the protein world, eventually produces the
cooperative schema, and hence life as we know it today. I like the fact that this account
attempts to deal with the origin of the cooperative schema.
Cleland does not like these postulates, preferring the position that life came from an extra-terrestrial
source
The key to formulating a general theory of living systems is to explore alternative
possibilities for life. I am interested in formulating a strategy for searching for
extraterrestrial life that allows one to push the boundaries of our Earth-centric concepts
of life.

As each scientist promotes their own postulates on the origin of life or on the model of the
evolutionary process, unsurprisingly, each find flaws with competing postulates.
Scientific controversy is as old as science itself. … Most scientists expend much more
energy expressing skepticism about claims made by other scientists. This is as it
should be. When a new scientific theory is propounded or when experimental results
that throw doubt on an old theory are presented, scientists look for holes in the
arguments or flaws in the experimental design. They accept nothing until they
conclude that the evidence is convincing. They must do this if science is to progress.
Scientific knowledge cannot be built on dubious ideas and flawed experimental
results.22
And nothing positive is proven or achieved through only listing disagreements.

Steven Schultz (Endnote 7)

The Origin of Life, page 8
The link provided at Endnote 7 brings up the article by Steven Schultz. Not one of the brochure’s
reference words, including: cells, bone, blood, or trillion, appears in the article. This is not
surprising, because, as the article referred to by the brochure says:
The center’s goal is to understand the biological parts and processes behind such
phenomena as consciousness, moral behavior and logical thought.
A fitting reflection on the brochure.

22

Morris, Richard. The Evolutionists: The Struggle for Darwin’s Soul, page vii. Freeman and Company, 2001
(Brochure’s endnote reference 37)
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Nobel Prize in Physiology or medicine 2002 (Endnotes [7]a, 8)

The Origin of Life, page 8

The text at page 8, which references Endnotes [7]a and 8, provides such basic information there is
no need to cite a 2002 Nobel Prize or to its press release. That Nobel Prize was for “discoveries
concerning genetic regulation of organ development and programmed cell death”.
The human body consists of hundreds of cell types, all originating from the fertilized
egg. During the embryonic and foetal periods, the number of cells increase dramatically.
The cells mature and become specialized to form the various tissues and organs of the
body. Large numbers of cells are formed also in the adult body. In parallel with this
generation of new cells, cell death is a normal process, both in the foetus and adult, to
maintain the appropriate number of cells in the tissues. This delicate, controlled
elimination of cells is called programmed cell death.23
This is hardly relevant to the “origin of life”. The Press Release does not include the words at page
8 of the brochure. The closest could be:
Normal life requires cell division to generate new cells but also the presence of cell
death, so that a balance is maintained in our organs. In an adult human being, more than
a thousand billion cells are created every day. At the same time, an equal number of cells
die through a controlled “suicide process”, referred to as programmed cell death.

Encyclopaedia Britannica (Endnote 9)

The Origin of Life, pages 8-9
I do not have access to the CD referenced at Endnote 9. I located the following at the online
Encyclopedia Britannica site:
https://www.britannica.com/science/cell-biology/Fixation-of-carbon-dioxide#ref313791

Evolutionary origins
The mitochondrion and chloroplast as independent entities
In addition to their remarkable metabolic capabilities, both mitochondria and chloroplasts
synthesize on their own a number of proteins and lipids necessary for their structure and
activity. Not only do they contain the machinery necessary for this, but they also possess
the genetic material to direct it. …

23

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/2002/press-release/ (accessed 29 July 2019)
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The endosymbiont hypothesis
Mitochondria and chloroplasts are self-dividing; they contain their own DNA and
protein-synthesizing machinery, similar to that of prokaryotes. Chloroplasts produce
ATP and trap photons by mechanisms that are complex and yet similar to those of certain
prokaryotes. These phenomena have led to the theory that the two organelles are direct
descendants of prokaryotes that entered primitive nucleated cells. Among billions of such
events, a few could have led to the development of stable, symbiotic associations
between nucleated hosts and prokaryotic parasites. The hosts would provide the parasites
with a stable osmotic environment and easy access to nutrients, and the parasites would
repay the hosts by providing an oxidative ATP-producing system or a photosynthetic
energy-producing reaction.

Bruce Alberts, Molecular Biology (Endnotes 11, 24)

The Origin of Life, page 12

The Origin of Life, page 18
The passages attributed to Alberts as Endnotes 11 and 24 do not determine the spark that originted
life or identify its source. Online, I could access only the Fourth Edition of the book. I could not
locate the text for Endnote 11 and the following are the closest that I could locate to the text given
for Endnote 24.
======
DNA replication in most eucaryotic cells occurs only during a specific part of the cell
division cycle, called the DNA synthesis phase or S phase. In a mammalian cell, the S
phase typically lasts for about 8 hours; in simpler eucaryotic cells such as yeasts, the S
phase can be as short as 40 minutes. By its end, each chromosome has been replicated to
produce two complete copies, which remain joined together at their centromeres until the
M phase (M for mitosis), which soon follows. …
In mammalian cells, the replication of DNA in the region between one replication origin
and the next should normally require only about an hour to complete, given the rate at
which a replication fork moves and the largest distances measured between the
replication origins in a replication unit. Yet S phase usually lasts for about 8 hours in a
mammalian cell.24
======

Molecular Motors
Perhaps the most fascinating proteins that associate with the cytoskeleton are the
molecular motors called motor proteins. These remarkable proteins bind to a polarized
cytoskeletal filament and use the energy derived from repeated cycles of ATP hydrolysis
to move steadily along it. Dozens of different motor proteins coexist in every eucaryotic
cell. They differ in the type of filament they bind to (either actin or microtubules), the
direction in which they move along the filament, and the “cargo” they carry. Many motor
proteins carry membrane-enclosed organelles such as mitochondria, Golgi stacks, or
secretory vesicles to their appropriate locations in the cell. Other motor proteins cause
24

Alberts, Bruce (2002), Molecular Biology of the Cell, Fourth Edition, online edition page 666
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cytoskeletal filaments to slide against each other, generating the force that drives such
phenomena as muscle contraction, ciliary beating, and cell division.
Cytoskeletal motor proteins that move unidirectionally along an oriented polymer track
are reminiscent of some other proteins and protein complexes discussed elsewhere in this
book, such as DNA and RNA polymerases, helicases, and ribosomes. All of these have
the ability to use chemical energy to propel themselves along a linear track, with the
direction of sliding dependent on the structural polarity of the track. All of them generate
motion by coupling nucleoside triphosphate hydrolysis to a large-scale conformational
change in a protein.25

Gene Duplications Give Rise to Families of Related Genes Within a Single Cell
A cell must duplicate its entire genome each time it divides into two daughter cells.
However, accidents occasionally result in the duplication of just part of the genome, with
retention of original and duplicate segments in a single cell. Once a gene has been
duplicated in this way, one of the two gene copies is free to mutate and become
specialized to perform a different function within the same cell. Repeated rounds of this
process of duplication and divergence, over many millions of years, have enabled one
gene to give rise to a whole family of genes within a single genome.26

The Cell Cycle and Programmed Cell Death
“Where a cell arises, there must be a previous cell, just as animals can only arise from
animals and plants from plants.” This cell doctrine, proposed by the German pathologist
Rudolf Virchow in 1858, carried with it a profound message for the continuity of life.
Cells are generated from cells, and the only way to make more cells is by division of
those that already exist. All living organisms, from the unicellular bacterium to the
multicellular mammal, are products of repeated rounds of cell growth and division
extending back in time to the beginnings of life on Earth over three billion years ago.
A cell reproduces by performing an orderly sequence of events in which it duplicates its
contents and then divides in two. This cycle of duplication and division, known as the
cell cycle, is the essential mechanism by which all living things reproduce. In unicellular
species, such as bacteria and yeasts, each cell division produces a complete new
organism. In multicellular species, long and complex sequences of cell divisions are
required to produce a functioning organism. Even in the adult body, cell division is
usually needed to replace cells that die. In fact, each of us must manufacture many
millions of cells every second simply to survive: if all cell division were stopped by
exposure to a very large dose of x-rays, for example we would die within a few days.
The details of the cell cycle vary from organism to organism and at different times in an
organism’s life. Certain characteristics, however, are universal. The minimum set of
processes that a cell has to perform are those that allow it to accomplish its most
fundamental task: the passing on of its genetic information to the next generation of cells.
To produce two genetically identical daughter cells, the DNA in each chromosome must
first be faithfully replicated to produce two complete copies, and the replicated
chromosomes must then be accurately distributed (segregated) to the two daughter cells,
so that each receives a copy of the entire genome.27
======
In the course of 2 or 3 billion years, some genes that were initially shared will have
changed beyond recognition by current methods.28
25

Alberts, Bruce (2002), Molecular Biology of the Cell, Fourth Edition, online edition page 2406
Alberts, Bruce (2002), Molecular Biology of the Cell, Fourth Edition, online edition page 62
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Alberts, Bruce (2002), Molecular Biology of the Cell, Fourth Edition, online edition page 2495
28
Alberts, Bruce (2002), Molecular Biology of the Cell, Fourth Edition, online edition page 66
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======
All living organisms, from the unicellular bacterium to the multicellular mammal, are
products of repeated rounds of cell growth and division extending back in time to the
beginnings of life on Earth over three billion years ago.29
======
There is a paradox in the growth of scientific knowledge. As information accumulates in
ever more intimidating quantities, disconnected facts and impenetrable mysteries give
way to rational explanations, and simplicity emerges from chaos.30

Bruce Alberts, Essential Cell Biology (Endnote 23)

The Origin of Life, page 18
The passage attributed to Alberts does not mention the “origin of life” or identifying life’s origin.
I could only locate the Third Edition (2009) so I cannot vouch with precision whether the claimed
passage appears in the Second Edition. Page 201 of the online Third Edition does not contain the
claimed text.
The sole appearance of the word “rungs” is at page 234: “Bases in other configurations are
indicated by broken rungs”.
Possibly the closest I could find to the passage in the brochure is:
DNA replication in bacterial and eucaryotic chromosomes is therefore termed
bidirectional. The forks move very rapidly—at about 1000 nucleotide pairs per second in
bacteria and 100 nucleotide pairs per second in humans. The slower rate of fork
movement in humans (indeed, in all eucaryotes) may be due to the difficulties in
replicating DNA through the more complex chromatin structure found in these
organisms.31
I could not locate the expression: “enzyme machinery”. Any assistance with locating the passages
in Alberts’ books that are presented by the brochure will be greatly appreciated.

M. G. Katz-Jaffe (Endnote 12)

The Origin of Life, page 12

Neither the expression “several hundred thousand different kinds” or anything like it, or parts of it,
appears in the 7-page article referenced as Endnote 12.

29

Alberts, Bruce (2002), Molecular Biology of the Cell, Fourth Edition, online edition page 2495
Alberts, Bruce (2002), Molecular Biology of the Cell, Fourth Edition. Preface, page i (online edition page 19)
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Radu Popa (Endnotes 13, 14)

The Origin of Life, page 12
Although the author of The Origin of Life asserts that Popa does not agree with the Bible’s Creation
account, I could not locate any explicit reference in his book to Bible or to Scripture, although he
does disparage “philosophical, contemplative and intuition-based approaches as helpless”.
The following excerpt is from page 129 of Popa’s book. This provides the context of the first
quotation from Popa in The Origin of Life (endnote 13):
The emergence of life is conditioned by a specific sequence of events. Many
experimenters (including Pasteur) have tried to verify whether life can emerge
spontaneously from a mixture of organic chemicals, with no success. More promising
results have been obtained in artificial life simulations. It has been demonstrated that
certain properties of life can emerge (condensation, growth, replication, evolution) but
never life itself. The deduction seems straightforward: how can nature make life if we
failed with all the experimental conditions controlled? Though disappointing, these
results must be considered for what they actually are – a couple of chemical
combinations out of myriads of others never verified. What if life not only required a
special combination of parameters but a defined sequence of them as well? The design of
such an experiment must start with the basic principles and priorities that regulate the
accretion of life. In most life simulation experiments, the caveat lies in the experimental
design.32
The following excerpt is from page 127 of Popa’s book. This provides the context of the second
quotation from Popa appearing in The Origin of Life (endnote 14). Note that the brochure does not
present the final sentence at the bottom of page 126 by Popa, which reads: “For features as complex
as cell components to emerge by chance and simultaneously, the entire universe might not be large
enough and old enough.” The text cited in the brochure comes from the title to Figure 7.2 on page
127.
The complexity of the mechanisms required for the functioning of a living cell is so
large that a simultaneous emergence by chance seems impossible.
Most scientists now believe that life originated in a number of smaller and
probabilistically likelier steps. Instead of being one big chance-like event, life might
actually be an accretion of a series of events emerging at different moments in time (see
Fig. 7.3: Life accreted as a sequence of successive layers and was functional at every
moment in its history). Life never won the lottery. The odds were against it. The first
winning number was used as an investment to provide survival until the next ‘draw’ and
to influence the second winning number, which then promoted the third, and so on. If
this was indeed the case, the overall probability for the origin of life is not a straight
product of individual probabilities but more like a sum of individual probabilities.
32
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A stepwise emergence is not enough to clear this problem, because the environmental
challenge was conspicuous for every given step, so that a fully functional entity was
continually required. With so much competition around, the early pre-life entities did not
have the luxury to rest (to lay down evolution) and enjoy their achievements. Not only
did life emerge in steps but the steps were arranged in a precise sequence.33
The following is from Popa, page 126 This page is referenced by the brochure’s author:
The emergence of life was certainly not a one-step event and it was more than a
stepwise development. The emergence of life was hierarchical. A big difference exists
between stepwise and hierarchical. Stepwise means that various features were added one
by one in a complexity-dictated order, while hierarchical means that the features of life
were added in a sequence controlled first by their functional significance and second by
their level of complexity.34
In the following excerpt, Popa points out that no one – which would include the author of The
Origin of Life – knows what Earth’s environment was like 4.6 giga years ago. The brochure’s
author can only describe the planet Earth’s present environment and then approach the subject
philosophically, based on subjective deductions. It is wrong to say that the present conditions
reflect the processes on the newly forming planet. Popa describes his position:
Earth is an old planet, almost 4.6 Gyr (giga years). Therefore the Earth we observe today
is very different from the Earth in its beginnings. Without a time machine that would
allow one to probe the early Earth, we will never be sure whether our models are an
accurate representation of the environment in which life originated. Moreover, modern
life is not simple but appears as an intricate web of large and complex molecules that
seem very unlikely to have appeared spontaneously and that cannot exist independently
of each other. For a biochemist or molecular biologist, this ‘Gordian’ knot has no
apparent beginning but only endless loops and interdependencies. Therefore, modern life
appears as a large collection of interlocked chicken-and-egg paradoxes. Consequently,
life cannot be understood through either purely deductive logic or through purely
experimental approaches. Facing such an enormous challenge, a society predisposed to
philosophical, contemplative and intuition-based approaches is as helpless as a supertechnological, pragmatic and deductive society. An integrated and realistic attitude seems
the only sound approach toward scientific satisfaction.
Being aware that the vision presented here might contradict certain postulates that other
theories about the origin of life consider as fundamental, I support the postulate that life
emerged very early in the universe, that life is probably present in other forms in other
parts of the universe as well, that life was ‘pushed’ into existence by understandable and
foreseeable forces and that an intelligent mind is capable of understanding life as a
general concept.
Certainly, nothing is forever settled in science and no theory must be taken for granted,
irrespective of how much experimental evidence we humans may have for it, and how
precise that evidence may be. This is just a reminder of the relativity of our ‘scientific
truths’, a warning that ‘in science one can proclaim a theory about reality as being the
latest but never as the last theory.’ Consequently, although as an author I might be
tempted to envision my opinion as legitimate, the interpretation of the origin, properties,
meaning and definition of life presented here can offer no more than what current
scientific knowledge would allow. Aware of this unavoidable caveat, I have tried
throughout this study to be as open as possible to alternative interpretations.35
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William Martin and Miklos Müller (Endnote 15)

The Origin of Life, page 11
I have no idea how this is intended to show the “origin of life”. The brochure’s statement: “if it had
unlimited access to fuel” does accord with the reference.
Page 21 of the referenced book:
For both bacteria and eukaryotes, ATP subsaturation is the norm. On a global scale it is
clear that this is the case. In optimal conditions, E. coil can divide every 20 min, or 72
times in a day. A single E. coli bacterium weighs about 10-12 g, so 72 cell divisions in a
day corresponds to an amplification of 272 (= 1072 x log2= 1021.6), or an increase in
weight from 10-12 g to 4,000 t (O’Farrell 1992). In 2 days the mass of exponentially
doubling E. coil would be 2,664 times larger than the mass of the Earth (which weighs
5.977 x 1021 t). The fact that this does not happen shows that nutrient supply is an
overriding limiting factor. The speed of bacterial replication is closely tied to nutrient
availability. … During active replication, some 1,000-2,000 DnaA proteins are present in
the cell, and occasionally as many as 10,000 (Donachie and Blakely 2003).. These bind
to either ATP or ADP, which in turn enables thermodynamic control over bacterial
replication. …
(Page 22) It seems there are a number of ways in which cells can use the thermodynamic
indicator of the ATP to ADP ratio to control cell division. Another control over bacterial
division is cell size, which is also regulated by the ATP to ADP ratio (Donachie and
Blakely 2003). Initiation of replication takes place at a fixed cell volume, the ‘initiation
volume’, which is constant under a wide variety of growth conditions, despite the fact
that cell size at division varies greatly at different growth rates (Donachie 1968). Once
DNA replication has been initiated, the cell then enters an ‘eclipse period’, during which
time it cannot start a second cycle of DNA replication. The end of the eclipse period is
related to cell volume.
======
The referenced book makes almost 250 references to “evolution” or “evolutionary” in some context
but nothing about “creation”, “exogenesis”, or “panspermia”.
The evolutionary origins of hydrogenosomes have been the subject of considerable
debate. From early days it was apparent that hydrogenosomes had evolved on multiple
occasions in different eukaryotes, but from which progenitor organelle or endosymbiont
was unresolved because of sparse and sometimes ambiguous data. Work from many
different laboratories has contributed towards formulating the current hypothesis that
hydrogenosomes and mitosomes, their even more reduced cousins, share common
ancestry with mitochondria. These modern discoveries can be interpreted in terms of
classical evolutionary theory. Hydrogenosomes, mitosomes and mitochondria are
evolutionary homologues in the sense meant by Charles Darwin.36
======
36
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Recent studies increasingly support the hypothesis that organelles originating from the
mitochondrial endosymbiotic event comprise a family of diverse structures and not only
the typical mitochondria, with their characteristic cristate structure functioning as aerobic
powerhouses of cells. This large family is regarded today to encompass a broad, almost
continuous spectrum of organelles, from the much-studied typical aerobic mitochondria,
through anaerobic mitochondria and hydrogenosomes to the still-enigmatic mitosomes. It
is becoming generally accepted that these organelles evolved from a common ancestral
organelle that arose in a single endosymbiotic event sometime during the emergence of
the eukaryotic cell, as we know it today. Contributions to this volume explore the diverse
members of this organelle family in detail and most of them also give a glimpse of the
intense debates on the evolutionary origins of these organelles and their current impact
on general hypotheses on the origin and evolutionary diversification of eukaryotes.37
======
Mitosome research will continue to be an important part of a wider effort aimed at
understanding the evolutionary origins of the eukaryotic cell and indeed the evolutionary
history of its endosymbiosis-derived organelles. Mitosomes, like mitochondria and
hydrogenosomes, are heterogeneous in function and appearance but it is clear that they
all share a common origin with mitochondria and hydrogenosomes. Mapping the precise
routes by which the original mitochondrial endosymbiont evolved into aerobic and
anaerobic mitochondria, hydrogenosomes and mitosomes is a matter of great interest and
of considerable research activity. The remarkable similarities displayed by mitosomes,
hydrogenosomes and mitochondria in terms of their morphology, biogenesis and
biochemistry strongly support the view that mitosomes, like hydrogenosomes, represent
vestigial anaerobic mitochondria.38

Pat Wolf (Endnote (16)

The Origin of Life, page 11
Another irrelevancy to “the origin of life”. I could not access page 16 of the referenced book, but
these statements appear elsewhere in Wolfe’s book:
In the embryonic brain, cells divide to generate new neurons at the astonishing rate of
250,00 per minute.39 The growth of the brain begins about three weeks into gestation.
From that point on, neurogenesis (the growth of neurons) occurs at an astonishing rate—
approximately 250,000 new cells per minute! All major structures in the brain are in
place at the halfway point of fetal development.40
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Berkeley Laboratory (Endnote 17)

The Origin of Life, page 13
The article referenced at Endnote 17 was available on 31 July 2019 at:
https://www2.lbl.gov/Science-Articles/Archive/LSD-molecular-DNA.html
and at
https://newscenter.lbl.gov/2006/07/17/molecular-dna-switch-found-to-be-the-same-for-all-life/
Key words claimed by the brochure that do not appear in the Berkeley Lab article include: carries,
chance, coded, design, evidence, instructions, transmits, and undirected.
Therefore the expression “evidence of design” that is claimed in the brochure does not appear in the
article.
The word “molecule” appears just once
Berger’s team found that when the DnaA protein binds with adenosine triphosphate or
ATP, the nucleotide molecule that supplies energy to all components of a cell, the ringshaped AAA+ proteins assemble into a right-handed spiraling superstructure
The word “structure” appears seven times, including
We had solved our initiator structures in the E.coli study just as results were being
generated from the Botchan and Nogales groups on the Drosophila study. Once we
compared notes, we immediately pooled forces. When we subsequently were able to
dock our bacterial model into a region of their eukaryotic structure, it solidified the
evolutionary and functional similarities between the two mechanisms.
As the following passages from the article shows, the brochure misrepresented it
“This work provides the first view of the mechanical transitions in ORC driven by ATP
in a higher organism,” said Nogales. … Study suggests that there are likely to be strong
mechanistic commonalities in the ways that initiators engage and remodel replication
origins, as well as in how they facilitate replisome assembly.” …
When nature finds a mechanism that works well, such a mechanism is conserved through
evolution. …
Through the millions of years, evolution has added bells and whistles around this highly
conserved central engine. …
The molecular machinery that starts the process by which a biological cell divides into
two identical daughter cells apparently worked so well early on that evolution has
conserved it across the eons in all forms of life on Earth. (bold added) …
DNA replication is an ancient event that evolved millions of years ago, prior to when
Archae, Bacteria and Eukarya split into separate domains of life.
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Nicholas Wade (Endnote 18)

The Origin of Life, page 14
The complete title of the book referenced at Endnote 18 is: Life Script: How the Human Genome
Discoveries Will Transform Medicine and Enhance Your Health. The complete sentence from
which the brochure’s author cited only part, credits nature. The brochure’s author should be
condemned for not providing readers with the full story, and keeping them in the dark.
It is an extraordinary feat of engineering for nature to have packed a 7-foot tape into so
tiny a volume, yet still allow the cell unfettered access to all the parts it needs.

Rune Matthiesen (Endnote 19)

The Origin of Life, page 16
How does this prove the “origin” of life? This is the passage that is referenced by Endnote 19:
The human genome, estimated to contain approximately 3 billion base pairs, differs
between individuals by a single nucleotide every 100–300 base pairs. This variation
(0.1%) is mainly due to the presence of about 9–11 million common single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs).41
======
The word “ladder” appears once in this book edited by Rune Matthiesen, at page 267: “a ladder of
sequence ions”. The word “rungs” is not used.
The words “evolution” and “evolutionary” total forty appearances throughout the book, always in a
supportive manner. One example, taken at random:
Evolutionary approaches are inspired by natural evolution. They make use of
evolutionary operators and a population of solutions (also called individuals) to obtain
the globally optimal partition of the data. Candidate solutions are encoded as
chromosomes. Selection, recombination, and mutation are the most commonly used
evolutionary operators. 42

Leonard M. Adleman (Endnote 20)

The Origin of Life, page 16
41
42

Matthiesen, Rune (editor). Bioinformatics Methods in Clinical Research, page 49
Matthiesen, page 98
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This article by Leonard Adleman concerns the development of biological computers, rather than the
familiar ubiquitous computer that employs electronic components.
Looking beyond the silicon chip, an intuitive alternative is currently being developed
using DNA to perform the same kinds of complex calculations that silicon transistors do
now.43
This subject reveals nothing about the origin of life.

B. Ilic, et al. (Endnote 21)

The Origin of Life, page 16
The following words do not appear in this article listed as Endnote 21: dense, information,
teaspoonful, instructions, building, 350, humans, alive, today, seven, billion, people, living, earth,
barely, make, film, teaspoon.
The word “surface” appears eight times, such as “surface of the oscillator” and “cantilever surface”.
The article centres on equipment providing the ability “to detect the binding of a single large
biomolecule … [and] genetic analysis of a single cell”.44

Matt Ridley (Endnote 22)

The Origin of Life, page 16
The human genome – the complete set of human genes – comes packaged in twentythree separate pairs of chromosomes. Of these, twenty-two pairs are numbered in
approximate order of size, from the largest (number 1) to the smallest (number 22), while
the remaining pair consists of the sex chromosomes: two large X chromosomes in
women, one X and one small Y in men. In size, the X comes between chromosomes 7
and 8, whereas the Y is the smallest.
The number 23 is of no significance. Many species, including our closest relatives among
the apes, have more chromosomes, and many have fewer. …
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There are genes that have not changed much since the very first single-celled creatures
populated the primeval ooze. There are genes that were developed when our ancestors
were worm-like. There are genes that must have first appeared when our ancestors were
fish. There are genes that exist in their present form only because of recent epidemics of
disease. And there are genes that can be used to write the history of human migrations in
the last few thousand years. From four billion years ago to just a few hundred years ago,
the genome has been a sort of autobiography for our species, recording the important
events as they occurred. …
The human body contains approximately 100 trillion (million million) CELLS, most of
which are less than a tenth of a millimetre across. Inside each cell there is a black blob
called a NUCLEUS. Inside the nucleus are two complete sets of the human GENOME
(except in egg cells and sperm cells, which have one copy each, and red blood cells,
which have none). One set of the genome came from the mother and one from the father.
In principle, each set includes the same 60,000–80,000 GENES on the same twenty-three
CHROMOSOMES. In practice, there are often small and subtle differences between the
paternal and maternal versions of each gene, differences that account for blue eyes or
brown, for example. When we breed, we pass on one complete set, but only after
swapping bits of the paternal and maternal chromosomes in a procedure known as
RECOMBINATION.
Imagine that the genome is a book.
There are twenty-three chapters, called CHROMOSOMES. Each chapter contains
several thousand stories, called GENES. Each story is made up of paragraphs, called
EXONS, which are interrupted by advertisements called INTRONS. Each paragraph is
made up of words, called CODONS. Each word is written in letters called BASES.
There are one billion words in the book, which makes it longer than 5,000 volumes the
size of this one, or as long as 800 Bibles. If I read the genome out to you at the rate of
one word per second for eight hours a day, it would take me a century. If I wrote out the
human genome, one letter per millimetre, my text would be as long as the River Danube.
This is a gigantic document, an immense book, a recipe of extravagant length, and it all
fits inside the microscopic nucleus of a tiny cell that fits easily upon the head of a pin.
The idea of the genome as a book is not, strictly speaking, even a metaphor. It is literally
true. A book is a piece of digital information, written in linear, one-dimensional and onedirectional form and defined by a code that transliterates a small alphabet of signs into a
large lexicon of meanings through the order of their groupings. So is a genome. The only
complication is that all English books read from left to right, whereas some parts of the
genome read from left to right, and some from right to left, though never both at the same
time. …
Whereas English books are written in words of variable length using twenty-six letters,
genomes are written entirely in three-letter words, using only four letters: A, C, G and T
(which stand for adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine). And instead of being written
on flat pages, they are written on long chains of sugar and phosphate called DNA
molecules to which the bases are attached as side rungs. Each chromosome is one pair of
(very) long DNA molecules.
The genome is a very clever book, because in the right conditions it can both photocopy
itself and read itself. The photocopying is known as REPLICATION, and the reading as
TRANSLATION.45

45
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Richard Feynman (Endnote 25)

The Origin of Life, page 21

Richard Feynman is renowned for his quotes, including:
“Nobody ever figures out what life is all about, and it doesn’t matter. Explore the world.
Nearly everything is really interesting if you go into it deeply enough.”
“Study hard what interests you the most in the most undisciplined, irreverent and original
manner possible.”46
======
What did Richard Feynman mean when he said, “What I cannot create, I do not
understand”?
Feynman answered this question himself. The quote is taken from his blackboard at the
time of his death. Right underneath, it says, “Know how to solve every problem that has
been solved.”

When Feynman said “create”, he did not literally mean that in order to understand
particle physics, he had to go Tony Stark on us and build his own accelerator. Instead, he
meant that, starting with a blank piece of paper and the knowledge already in his mind,
he could take any theoretical result and re-derive it. (“Any” is probably an exaggeration,
but he could likely derive whatever he was interested in.)
Feynman thought that ability was the true marker of understanding something because
the only way to be able to work something out yourself is to have a firm understanding of
each step of the reasoning involved. Further, if you try this, even with relatively simple
concepts you think you understand well already, you’ll find that you frequently come
away from the process with a much deeper appreciation for the problem.
An even more extreme position from Feynman was:
Once, I [David Goodstein] said to him, “Dick, explain to me, so that I can
understand it, why spin one-half particles obey Fermi-Dirac statistics.” Sizing
up his audience perfectly, Feynman said, “I’ll prepare a freshman lecture on it.”
46
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But he came back a few days later to say, “I couldn’t do it. I couldn’t reduce it
to the freshman level. That means we don’t really understand it.”
Feynman meant here that understanding something is not just about working through
advanced mathematics. One must also have a notion that is intuitive enough to explain to
an audience that cannot follow the detailed derivation.47
======
The New Scientist article does reference Richard Feynman. The current URL is (accessed 19 July
2019):
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20126990-100-second-genesis-life-but-not-as-we-know-it/
WHEN the Nobel prizewinning physicist Richard Feynman died in 1988, his blackboard
carried the inscription, “What I cannot create, I do not understand.” By that measure,
biologists still have a lot to learn, because no one has yet succeeded in turning a chemical
soup into a living, reproducing, evolving life form. We’re still stuck with Life 1.0, the
stuff that first quickened at least 3.5 billion years ago. There’s been nothing new under
the sun since then, as far as we know.
That looks likely to change. Around the world, several labs are drawing close to the
threshold of a second genesis, an achievement that some would call one of the most
profound scientific breakthroughs of all time. David Deamer, a biochemist at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, has been saying that scientists would create
synthetic life in “five or 10 years” for three decades, but finally he might actually be
right. “The momentum is building,” he says. “We’re knocking at the door.”
Meanwhile, a no-less profound search is on for a “shadow biosphere” – life forms that
are unrelated to the life we know because they are descendants of an independent origin
of life. We know for sure that life got going on Earth once, so why couldn’t it have
happened twice? Many scientists argue that there is no reason why a second genesis
might not have taken place, and no reason why its descendants should not …
While some researchers are attempting to create brand new life in the lab, others are
searching for alien life on Mars and, eventually, elsewhere in the solar system. This
burgeoning field of astrobiology has a less well-known offshoot right here on Earth: the
search for a “shadow biosphere” – a second, independent form of life unrelated to sort
we know (Astrobiology, vol 5, p 154).
After all, many astrobiologists now think that given the right conditions any sufficiently
complex molecular soup has a good chance of generating life if it simmers long enough.
If that’s so, it seems plausible that life may have arisen on Earth not once, but several
times. …
“I think if we found a second sample of life on Earth, it would be as big as Darwin’s
theory of evolution,” says cosmologist and astrobiologist Paul Davies at Arizona State
University in Tempe. “It would answer the most fundamental question we can imagine,
which is: are we alone in the universe?”
======
The following is from the Astrobiology article mentioned in the above New Scientist
(https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/38e3/0806dd0ac7844e4908f2a21e6c0901933330.pdf accessed 19
July 2019)
If life emerges readily under Earth-like conditions, the possibility arises of multiple
terrestrial genesis events. We seek to quantify the probability of this scenario using
estimates of the Archean bombardment rate and the fact that life established itself fairly
rapidly on Earth once conditions became favorable. We find a significant likelihood that
47
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at least one more sample of life, referred to here as alien life, may have emerged on
Earth, and could have coexisted with known life. Indeed, it is difficult to rule out the
possibility of extant alien life. … Our conclusion is that alien microbes could exist

on Earth today and have remained undetected by our best efforts.48

Francis Crick (Endnote 26)

The Origin of Life, page 21
I was unable to locate the statement by Crick alleged by the brochure that “DNA is far too
organized to have come about through undirected events”. I can see other Creationists attributing
this to Crick, and it is possible he said this at some stage, but none provides any source.
======
When citing any thoughts expressed by Francis Crick (1916-2004), it is important to note when he
made that statement, as his views changed over time with ongoing scientific discoveries.
Watson and Crick published their findings on DNA in 1953.49
In 1966, … Crick speculated about possible stages by which an initially simple code with
a few amino acid types might have evolved into the more complex code used by existing
organisms. At that time … ribozymes had not yet been found.
In the early 1970s Crick and Orgel further speculated about the possibility that the
production of living systems from molecules may have been a very rare event in the
universe, but once it had developed it could be spread by intelligent life forms using
space travel technology, a process they called “Directed Panspermia”.
In a retrospective article, Crick and Orgel noted that they had been overly pessimistic
about the chances of life evolving on Earth when they had assumed that some kind of
self-replicating protein system was the molecular origin of life. Now it is easier to
imagine an RNA world and the origin of life in the form of some self-replicating polymer
besides protein.50
Crick’s views in 1969 are available at: https://profiles.nlm.nih.gov/ps/access/scbccj.pdf 51
In 1972, Crick wrote:
Directed Panspermia, the theory that organisms were deliberately transmitted to the earth
by intelligent beings on another planet. We conclude that it is possible that life reached
the earth in this way, but that the scientific evidence is inadequate at the present time to
say anything about the probability.52
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======
Crick proposed a theory of directed panspermia, suggesting that life on earth could have
originated from DNA “seeds” projected into space by an extraterrestrial civilisation. This
is in contrast with normal panspermia (undirected) where life merely has its origins in
space (a very broad assertion, with a range of interesting ramifications), but no intelligent
entities were behind it. … Crick never asserted that directed panspermia was a fact, just
an interesting possibility, and seems to have later discarded the idea.
Furthermore, the theory of directed panspermia relates to the origins of life — something
about which evolution says absolutely nothing.53
======
Writing a 25-year retrospective in 1993, Leslie Orgel and Francis Crick and openly declared they
had changed their minds in several key areas.
How much have our speculations stood the test of time, and perhaps more important,
what did we overlook? … How clearly did we anticipate the exciting experimental
discoveries of the last decade? We must confess that we did not anticipate them at all!
We discussed a number of hypothetical schemes for the origins of our genetic system and
touched on each of the major features of the RNA world hypothesis. However, we did
not ourselves search for, nor did we encourage others to search for, relics of the RNA
world in contemporary organisms. We took it for granted that RNA-based catalysis was
necessarily less efficient than protein-based catalysis, and consequently that RNA
catalysts had been superseded by protein enzymes in every case. The same assumption
led us to underestimate the potential complexity of an RNA world. …
Was RNA the first genetic material? Twenty five years ago a system based on
polypeptide replication seemed to be the only reasonable alternative. We recognized that
a complementary system based, for example, on the interaction of positively and
negatively charged amino acids might be possible; however, we did not consider it likely
that such a system ever existed on the primitive earth. Nowadays we would have a more
open mind about the nature of the first replicating system. It may have been RNA, but a
number of alternative polymers are possible, including polypeptides.
We did not seriously consider the possibility that there was a midwife, a replicating preRNA world of quite different chemistry based, for example, on clays. … We now find
this idea attractive.54
======
What “drove” Crick towards speculation about directed panspermia was the difficulty of
imagining how a complex system like a cell could arise under pre-biotic conditions from
non-living chemical components. After ribozymes were discovered, Crick became much
less interested in panspermia because it was then much easier to imagine the pre-biotic
origins of life as being made possible by some set of simple self-replicating polymers.55
======
Orgel [Crick’s scientific collaborator for 25 years] did not believe that the origin of life
of Earth would ever be understood in its entirety because he regarded it as an inherently
historical event. One may be able to understand the rules that governed life’s origins, but
not the details of each successive molecular transformation that culminated in our
particular form of life.
53
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Orgel regarded Darwinian evolution as being the central, unifying principle of biology,
and he felt that if one could explain the chemical origins of Darwinian evolution on
Earth, “the rest is just history.” He viewed Darwinian evolution as a chemical process
that can be realized with molecules, cells, or multicellular organisms. In 1967, Sol
Spiegelman conducted the first extracellular Darwinian evolution experiment, employing
the genomic RNA of Qß bacteriophage, which he replicated in the test tube using Qß
replicase protein and the four nucleoside-triphosphates (Mills et al. 1967). Spiegelman
was a visiting investigator in Orgel’s laboratory in 1969, and although the two had a
pricklish relationship, they conducted a remarkable experimental demonstration of
evolution in action in which Qß RNA was made to evolve resistance to the intercalating
molecule ethidium bromide (1970). The starting RNA molecules could not be replicated
in the presence of 60 μM ethidium, but the evolved molecules amplified readily in the
presence of 100 μM ethidium, and had become dependent on ethidium for optimal
amplification efficiency.
Experiments like these led to the development of “Orgel’s Rules” of evolution. Orgel’s
First Rule is: “Whenever a spontaneous process is too slow or too inefficient, a protein
will evolve to speed it up or make it more efficient.” This is a statement about necessity
driving evolutionary invention. Orgel’s Second Rule, which is the more widely cited, is:
“Evolution is cleverer than you are.” In other words, evolution is a better “designer” than
any so-called “intelligent designer.”56
======
Many people believe that American biologist James Watson and English physicist
Francis Crick discovered DNA in the 1950s. In reality, this is not the case. Rather, DNA
was first identified in the late 1860s by Swiss chemist Friedrich Miescher. Then, in the
decades following Miescher’s discovery, other scientists—notably, Phoebus Levene and
Erwin Chargaff—carried out a series of research efforts that revealed additional details
about the DNA molecule, including its primary chemical components and the ways in
which they joined with one another. Without the scientific foundation provided by these
pioneers, Watson and Crick may never have reached their groundbreaking conclusion of
1953: that the DNA molecule exists in the form of a three-dimensional double helix.57
======
The title of David Lamb’s book explains its scope and focus, possibly its biases. It is important to
keep its publication date in mind. Although Orgel and Crick wrote of their changed positions in
1993, Lamb ignores that declaration, referring only to their 1980 co-publication.
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Antony Flew (Endnote 27)

The Origin of Life, page 21
The brochure partially quoted Flew’s words from the cited article. The complete sentence”
My whole life has been guided by the principle of Plato’s Socrates: Follow the
evidence, wherever it leads.”
By RICHARD N. OSTLING, AP Religion Writer58
NEW YORK (AP) -- A British philosophy professor who has been a leading champion
of atheism for more than a half-century has changed his mind. He now believes in God –
more or less – based on scientific evidence, and says so on a video released Thursday.
At age 81, after decades of insisting belief is a mistake, Antony Flew has concluded that
some sort of intelligence or first cause must have created the universe. A superintelligence is the only good explanation for the origin of life and the complexity of
nature, Flew said. … Flew said he’s best labeled a deist like Thomas Jefferson, whose
God was not actively involved in people’s lives.
“I’m thinking of a God very different from the God of the Christian and far and away
from the God of Islam, because both are depicted as omnipotent Oriental despots, cosmic
Saddam Husseins,” he said. “It could be a person in the sense of a being that has
intelligence and a purpose, I suppose.” …
Biologists’ investigation of DNA “has shown, by the almost unbelievable complexity of
the arrangements which are needed to produce (life), that intelligence must have been
involved,” Flew says in the new video, “Has Science Discovered God?”
… If his belief upsets people, well “that’s too bad,” Flew said. “My whole life has been
guided by the principle of Plato’s Socrates: Follow the evidence, wherever it leads.” …
He accepts Darwinian evolution but doubts it can explain the ultimate origins of life.
… Flew said the debate over God must begin by presuming atheism, putting the burden
of proof on those arguing that God exists.59
======
Antony Flew, one of the world’s leading philosophers, has changed his mind about God.
… Flew has had to assure former students that he does not now believe in revealed
religion. … Flew is also quick to point out that he is not a Christian. “I have become a
deist like Thomas Jefferson.” He cites his affinity with Einstein who believed in “an
Intelligence that produced the integrative complexity of creation.” To make things
perfectly clear, he told me: “I understand why Christians are excited, but if they think I
58
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am going to become a convert to Christ in the near future, they are very much mistaken.”
… Flew is not worried about impending death or post-mortem salvation. “I don’t want a
future life. I have never wanted a future life,” he told me. He assured the reporter for The
Times: “I want to be dead when I’m dead and that’s an end to it.” He even ended an
interview with the Humanist Network News by stating: “Goodbye. We shall never meet
again.”60
======
When asked if recent work on the origin of life pointed to the activity of a creative
Intelligence, [Antony Flew] said:
Yes, I now think it does … almost entirely because of the DNA investigations.
What I think the DNA material has done is that it has shown, by the almost
unbelievable complexity of the arrangements which are needed to produce (life),
that intelligence must have been involved in getting these extraordinarily diverse
elements to work together.61 (pages 74-75)

Peter Ulmschneider (Endnote 28)

The Origin of Life, page 20
In this duplication process there are several proofreading procedures due to which
mutated or destroyed pieces of DNA are repaired. These correction procedures and the
fact that the information is stored on both strands generate a very high accuracy of
duplication, which is necessary to ensure that in the human body, for example, 10 16 cell
divisions can be carried out without major problems in the course of a lifetime.62
======
One of the most exciting questions for mankind is whether we are alone in the universe.
That intelligent nonhuman beings exist was commonly believed in prehistoric times as
well as in antiquity. Creatures such as giants, centaurs, angels, and fairies were essential
and universally accepted parts of Greek, Jewish, and Germanic mythologies. Although
no fossil traces of such beings have ever been found, most of us firmly believe that
nonhuman intelligent beings do indeed exist. This conviction is derived from the
staggering size of the universe with roughly 100 billion times 100 billion (1022) stars,
which makes it inconceivable that we could be the only intelligent society in the
universe. Indeed, modern science has shown that since the Copernican revolution all
attempts to define our position as an exceptional one in the universe have failed
dismally.63
======
From our estimate of habitable planets, and with a total number of 1011 galaxies, we
obtain a staggering number of 4 × 1017 Earth-like planets in the universe.64
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======
In view of the perpetual growth of knowledge and power, observed in human history
since the times of Homo habilis, we have to conclude that these extraterrestrial beings
must be essentially God-like, with faculties that border on omniscience and
omnipotence.65
======
Of great importance for the origin of life is the fact that all organisms discovered on
Earth up to the present day have a similar internal biochemistry based on DNA, RNA,
the genetic code, and proteins built from the 20 amino acids of Table 6.1. Since this
complicated DNA machinery could not have developed in two life lines independently,
one concludes that the three branches of bacteria must have had a common ancestor,
called the Last Universal Common Ancestor (LUCA), which must already have had the
complete DNA machinery, and which very likely was similar to our simplest prokaryotic
bacteria. From this cell, all life forms that presently inhabit the Earth descended. It is
significant that this cell lived as early as about 3.9 billion years ago.66
======
How life began on Earth is intensely debated at the present time and there are several
theories about its origin. Nevertheless, great progress has been made on this question by
approaching the problem from very different angles. Geological and astronomical studies
of planet formation and the development of the early Earth provide a better
understanding of the stage that was set for the appearance of life. DNA sequencing and
analyses of the peculiarities of the genetic code point to simpler ancestral codes and
restrict the time frame.67
======
The Time window: We know today that life must have appeared very rapidly. From the
oldest meteorite (the Efremovka chondrite), the formation of the Earth started 4.567
billion years ago. The last ocean-vaporizing impacts by planetesimals occurred 4.2
billion years ago. The oldest traces of photosynthesis (and thus of life) are found in the
3.8 billion year old Isua Formation of southwestern Greenland. The oldest microscopic
fossils date from the Warrawoona Formation of Western Australia and are 3.5 billion
years old. At the same time one also finds bacterial mats called stromatolites. As
photosynthesis indicates an already quite advanced stage of life, presumably with a DNA
machinery, the Last Universal Common Ancestor must be considerably older than 3.8
billion years and can be assumed to have existed around 3.9 billion years ago, which
leaves about 300 million years for the prebiotic stage, the Progenote, and the RNAworld. This time-span might be even shorter if the cataclysmic event 3.9 billion years
ago caused the evaporation of the Earth’s oceans.68
======
The detailed way in which life came about is presently not known. However, a general
picture of its formation process has emerged in the past few years. The fact that we find
progressively simpler creatures the further we go back in time is a clear sign that life
originated on Earth, because any life from a developed extraterrestrial source would have
arrived on Earth already in an advanced state.69
======
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The present view is that life could have formed at two places, at the shores of the oceans
or at deep-sea hydrothermal vents. For these environments one discusses three theories
by which life may have formed “metabolism came first”, “genes came first”, and the
“iron–sulfur world”. Relatively undisputed in these scenarios is the fact that from the
time when the last ocean-evaporating impact occurred, the chemical laboratory Earth has
abiotically produced an ample supply of thiols, organic acids, amino acids, and hydroxy
acids.70

Malcolm S. Gordon (Endnotes 29, 35)

The Origin of Life, pages 22-23, 25
The passage referred to by the brochure (“Darwin” does at not appear anywhere in Malcolm
Gordon’s article):
At the macro-scale, life appears to have had many origins. The base of the universal tree
of life appears not to have been a single root, but was instead a network of inextricably
intertwined multiple branches deriving from many, perhaps 100 or more, genetic sources.
The traditional version of the theory of common descent apparently does not apply to
kingdoms as presently recognized. It probably does not apply to many, if not all, phyla,
and possibly also not to many classes within the phyla.
The origins of life
Wherever life first arose, whether here on earth or extraterrestrially (or both), the
processes leading to its origins were complex and developed over extended periods of
time.71 … Life, therefore, is probably polyphyletic in origin.72 … The case seems strong
that the tetrapods were polyphyletic in origin.73 … The phenomenon of a monophyletic
origin for the universal tree of life probably did not occur.74
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Monophyly
In order to fully understand how to determine monophyly, it is helpful to compare it with
the definition of an identical twin. Two individuals are identical twins, not because they
are so similar, but they are so similar because they are monozygotic, i.e., derived from a
single zygote (fertilized egg). The definition of monophyly follows from analogous
reasoning: “A taxon is monophyletic if all the included species are derived from their
most recent common ancestor”, and not because the species are so similar. Therefore, in
a Darwinian classification, to be recognized, a taxon must consist of species that are not
only similar, but also satisfy the conditions of monophyly.75

(see Reference 29 above)

The Origin of Life, pages 24-25
The passage referred to by the brochure:
The known fossil record of late Devonian basal fishes and tetrapods, while significantly
augmented in recent times, remains limited and partial.
It is also the case that, while a few forms are now represented by well-preserved, near
complete remains (notably Eusthenopteron, Panderichthys and Acanthostega), many of
the fossils are literally fragments. The animals found represent only a small,
stochastically selected, possibly quite unrepresentative, sample of the biodiversity that
existed in these groups at those times.
There is no way of knowing to what extent, if at all, those specific organisms were
relevant to later developments, or what their relationships might have been to each other.
They may all have been parts of lineages that died out, making no contributions to the
overall flow of vertebrate evolution. Using these specific animals as models is a
problematic basis for generalizations about how and when tetrapods might have arisen,
what they might have been like, where they might have lived, etc.
The geographic distribution of the relatively contemporaneous (within a few million
years) known late Devonian tetrapods (east Greenland, eastern North America, northern
Europe, Russia, Australia), in the context of the distribution of the continents during the
late Devonian, indicates high probability of genetically independent parallel origins of
the different groups in multiple regions separated from each other by very long distances
(varying from a few thousand km to, in the most extreme case, about 20,000 km).
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The chances that intervening environmental discontinuities and barriers were present
seem very large. If both the early amphibians and their presumed sarcopterygian
progenitors respectively had relatively limited geographic ranges, and also had limited
capacities for geographic dispersal, this far-flung distribution makes probable both
genetic isolation and at least species level differentiation of distant populations. A
probable scenario is one of separate independent origins of multiple groups of tetrapods,
each deriving from a different basal fish species.76

Graham Lawton (Endnotes 30, 31)

The Origin of Life, page 23

The Origin of Life, page 23
The New Scientist article (available online) shows that rather than the simple single-trunk tree as
envisaged by Charles Darwin, evolutionary biologists consider a multi-trunk tree with a meshed
network of roots. A complex of multiple sources for life.
The following is from another scientific journal.77
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Maher, Brendan, Uprooting the Tree of Life, https://www.the-scientist.com/research/uprooting-the-tree-oflife-52798 (accessed 4 August 2019)
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The cell--the irreducible unit of life on
Earth--has an estimated history nigh on 3.5
billion years. Scientists since Charles
Darwin have attempted to trace that history
to a so-called last common ancestor.
Comparative physiology and fossil records
can take one only so far, so many
researchers are trying to reach the tree of
life's roots with tools of a genetic nature.
Yet, the more they dig, the more convoluted
those roots appear to be. Lateral gene
transfer, the square peg in cellular
evolution's round hole, casts doubt on the
verity of the Darwinian tree with its single
point of origin and straight branching. This
uprooting leaves room for numerous
speculations about life's origins.

David M.Raup (Endnote 32)

The Origin of Life, page 23
The following provides the immediate context of Raup’s statement provided by the brochure (bold
underlined) and message of Raup’s article. Key thoughts are bold.
Darwin’s theory of natural selection has always been closely linked to evidence from
fossils, and probably most people assume that fossils provide a very important part
of the general argument that is made in favor of darwinian interpretations of the history
of life. Unfortunately, this is not strictly true.
We must distinguish between the fact of evolution — defined as change in
organisms over time — and the explanation of this change. Darwin’s contribution,
through his theory of natural selection, was to suggest how the evolutionary change
took place. The evidence we find in the geologic record is not nearly as compatible with
darwinian natural selection as we would like it to be. Darwin was completely aware of
this. … There were several problems, but the principal one was that the geologic record
did not then and still does not yield a finely graduated chain of slow and progressive
evolution. …
At one point [Darwin] observed, “innumerable transitional forms must have existed but
why do we not find them embedded in countless numbers in the crust of the earth?”; in
another place he said, “why is not every geological formation and every stratum full of
such intermediate links? Geology assuredly does not reveal any such finely graduated
organic chain, and this perhaps is the greatest objection which can be urged against my
theory.”
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Instead of finding the gradual unfolding of life, what geologists of Darwin’s time,
and geologists of the present day actually find is a highly uneven or jerky record;
that is, species appear in the sequence very suddenly, show little or no change
during their existence in the record, then abruptly go out of the record. And it is not
always clear, in fact it’s rarely clear, that the descendants were actually better adapted
than their predecessors. …
We are now about 120 years after Darwin and the knowledge of the fossil record has
been greatly expanded. We now have a quarter of a million fossil species but the
situation hasn’t changed much. The record of evolution is still surprisingly jerky. …
Darwin’s problem has not been alleviated in the last 120 years and we still have a record
which does show change but one that can hardly be looked upon as the most reasonable
consequence of natural selection. …
I think it is safe to say that we know for sure that natural selection, as a process, does
work. … Natural selection as a process is okay. …
With regard to the fossil record, we certainly see change. If any of us were to be put
down in the Cretaceous landscape we would immediately recognize the differences. …
The average duration of a species on the earth is less than 10 million years. And the
record of really abundant life goes back at least 600 million years, so there has been
complete turnover in the biological world many times. … Evolution has occurred if we
define evolution simply as change; but it does not tell us how this change took place. …
The very obvious question at this point is: what alternative mechanisms do we have to
explain the changes that we observe? A great many alternatives have been suggested
both before and after Darwin. …
A currently important alternative to natural selection has to do with the effects of pure
chance. … We are thus talking about the survival of the lucky as well as the survival of
the fittest. … It’s called neutral or nondarwinian evolution. …
The ideas I have discussed here are rather new and have not been completely tested. …
The conventional dogma is being challenged. If the ideas turn out to be valid, it will
mean that Darwin was correct in what he said but that he was explaining only a part of
the total evolutionary picture. The part he missed was the simple element of chance!78

Stuart Newman (Endnote 33)

The Origin of Life, page 24
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Raup, David M. Conflicts Between Darwin and Paleontology, Field Museum of Natural History Bulletin,
January 1979, pages 21, 22, 25, 26, 29
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This is the immediate context of the passage quoted by the brochure. It wishes to give the impression
that Evolution stands or falls with Darwin’s Model, but that is not true. Much has been learned and
developed since then, particularly with advances in biological technology.
[Interviewer:] How much will the scientific establishment now have to reorient in light of
the momentum of the Extended Synthesis? Will Darwin go the way of Freud? And will
the Extended Synthesis require an extensive rewriting of textbooks?
[Stuart Newman:] I believe that the field eventually will have to reorient. I don’t by any
means think the science that’s been done under the Darwinian paradigm will disappear or
will be seen to be entirely invalid.
But the Darwinian mechanism that’s used to explain all evolutionary change will be
relegated, I believe, to being just one of the several mechanisms – maybe not even the
most important when it comes to understanding macroevolution, the evolution of major
transitions in body type.79

Henry Gee (Endnote 34)

The Origin of Life, page 24
The author of the “Origin of Life” brochure uses the words from Henry Gee’s book to make it
appear as if Gee is speaking about transitions from “fishes to amphibians”. Here is the context of
the brochure:
“What, though, of the fossils that are used to show fish changing into amphibians, and
reptiles into mammals? Do they provide solid proof of evolution in action? Upon closer
inspection, several problems become obvious. …
“A second, more serious challenge is the lack of proof that those creatures are somehow
related. Specimens placed in the series are often separated by what researchers estimate
to be millions of years. Regarding the time spans that separate many of these fossils,
zoologist Henry Gee says: ‘The intervals of time that separate the fossils are so huge
that we cannot say anything definite about their possible connection through ancestry
and descent.’”80
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As the context of the following passage from Gee shows, he was speaking about direct lineal
ancestry of a single species separated by millions of years.
It has been a productive week. Nzube, Gabriel, Robert, and others on the team have
unearthed hominid remains—no complete skulls or skeletons, because these are rare
indeed, but evidence enough that could, after study, reveal something about the hominids
that had lived in this region 3.3 million years ago.
In all, it has taken approximately 250 man-hours of work to produce enough hominid
fragments to half-fill a tin box that Meave carries around on the passenger seat of her
truck. Almost all the specimens were pieces of tooth. It does not sound like much, given
all that effort, but it is more than most fossil hunters expect, even from a site that had
already yielded a few hominid bones and had earlier been marked as promising.
Before I told everyone else about my own find, straddled on that ridge overlooking an
expanse of space and, figuratively, an expanse of time, I wondered fleetingly if it might
have been part of a hominid—perhaps half a tooth, like the one Gabriel found. In my
mind I was already holding the fragment between finger and thumb, turning it over in the
light. The question immediately presented itself: could this fossil have belonged to a
creature that was my direct ancestor?
It is possible, of course, that the fossil really did belong to my lineal ancestor. Everybody
has an ancestry, after all. Given what the Leakeys and others have found in East Africa,
there is good reason to suspect that hominids lived in the Rift before they lived anywhere
else in the world, so all modern humans must derive their ancestry, ultimately, from this
spot, or somewhere near it.
It is therefore reasonable to suppose that we should all be able to trace our ancestries, in a
general way, to creatures that lived in the Rift between roughly 5 and 3 million years
ago. So much is true, but it is impossible to know, for certain, that the fossil I hold in my
hand is my lineal ancestor. Even if it really was my ancestor, I could never know this
unless every generation between the fossil and me had preserved some record of its
existence and its pedigree. The fossil itself is not accompanied by a helpful label.
The truth is that my own particular ancestry—or yours—may never be recovered from
the fossil record. The obstacle to this certain knowledge about lineal ancestry lies in the
extreme sparseness of the fossil record. As noted above, if my mystery skull belonged to
an extinct giant civet, Pseudocivetta ingens, it would be the oldest known record of this
species by a million years. This means that no fossils have been found that record the
existence of this species for that entire time; and yet the giant civets must have been there
all along. Depending on how old giant civets had to be before they could breed
(something else we can never establish, because giant civets no longer exist so that we
can watch their behaviour), perhaps a hundred thousand generations lived and died
between the fossil found by me at site LO5 and the next oldest specimen.
In addition, we cannot know if the fossil found at LO5 was the lineal ancestor of the
specimens found at Olduvai Gorge or Koobi Fora. It might have been, but we can never
know this for certain. The intervals of time that separate the fossils are so huge that we
cannot say anything definite about their possible connection through ancestry and
descent.81
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82

This quotation above by the brochure is yet another example of gross misrepresentation, as the
context of the passage shows.
I [Henry Gee] return, once again, to the thought experiment that is central to my
argument: next time you see a fossil, ask yourself whether it could have belonged to your
direct ancestor. Of course, it could be your ancestor, but you will never be able to know
this for certain. To hypothesize that it might be your ancestor is futile, because your
hypothesis would be untestable. To take a line of fossils and claim that that they
represent a lineage is not a scientific hypothesis that can be tested, but an assertion that
carries the same validity as a bedtime story—amusing, perhaps even instructive, but not
scientific.83
Gee is saying that when you see a fossil, it is not possible to know for certain whether it is your
own direct ancestor.

There is no doubt there are innumerable gaps in the remains of past lives. Often these gaps exist
because the lives were soft bodied. The very earliest fossils are of bacteria, which by their very
nature are perishable.
This Critique focuses on the manner in which the brochure quotes its sources, rather than on the
scientific relevance. Some scientific issues are canvassed in the associated Critique, “The Origin of
Life—Using Information”84. The purpose of this Critique is to determine whether the brochure
deserves the reader’s trust. Does the brochure report its sources accurately and fully?
The following provides balanced information on the fossil record.
While it’s true that there are gaps in the fossil record, this does not constitute evidence
against evolutionary theory. Scientists evaluate hypotheses and theories by figuring out
what we would expect to observe if a particular idea were true and then seeing if those
expectations are borne out. If evolutionary theory were true, then we’d expect there to
have been transitional forms connecting ancient species with their ancestors and
descendents. This expectation has been borne out. Paleontologists have found many
fossils with transitional features, and new fossils are discovered all the time.
However, if evolutionary theory were true, we would not expect all of these forms to be
preserved in the fossil record. Many organisms don’t have any body parts that fossilize
well, the environmental conditions for forming good fossils are rare, and of course,
we’ve only discovered a small percentage of the fossils that might be preserved
somewhere on Earth. So scientists expect that for many evolutionary transitions, there
will be gaps in the fossil record.85
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The early evolution of life, then, is part of our story. We are the product of a planetary
history more than 4 billion years long, the latest installment of a book whose final
chapters have yet to be written.
As Hap McSween wrote in Fanfare for Earth, “we are stardust” is not just Woodstock
bravado; it is literal truth. The carbon in my body was forged in the crucible of an early
star, dispersed into space by a supernova, gathered along with dust and rock as our planet
took shape, and then cycled repeatedly among air, oceans, and organisms, through
cyanobacteria and dinosaurs, perhaps even through Darwin, before coming to rest, at
least for the moment, in a paleontologist’s brain.
But while the story of evolution undoubtedly includes human beings, it is not about us.
The long history of life helps to explain our presence, but it can be interpreted as a
journey toward man only if we strike a particular course through the Tree of Life.
Travel another path and life’s history is a gripping saga of cyanobacterial survival, a
cautionary tale of trilobitic fall, or the inspirational story of yeasts finding sustenance in
rotting fruit.
Each of the 10 million or so species alive today is equally the product of Earth’s 4billion-year evolutionary history—myriad forms separated by evolutionary divergence
but united in ecological codependence.
Whatever the merits of viewing Earth as our world, we could not persist without the
bacteria and algae, plants and animals. We are evolutionary latecomers, among the latest
threads in an ecological tapestry woven since our planet was young.86

Anchiornis
In the past decade, paleontologists have described dozens of species of feathered
dinosaurs from hundreds of known specimens. 87
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National Geographic (Endnote 36)

The Origin of Life, page 25
The complete article in National Geographic, November 2004, page 25:

Fossil Evidence
At a dig in Egypt a team of paleontologists, among them
the University of Michigan’s Philip Gingerich, found the
nearly complete skeleton of a whalelike creature now called
Dorudon (replica, left). Dating back 40 million years, it had
a detached pelvis near the end of its tail and useless little
legs.
Like the human hand, an early whale’s front foot (above
right) retains a five-fingered bone structure; a vestigial rear
foot (above left) has lost several toe bones, but its very
existence testifies to the whale’s descent from a four-legged
ancestor. Illuminating but spotty, the fossil record is like a
film of evolution from which 999 of every 1,000 frames
have been lost on the cutting-room floor. Still, Gingerich
and others have found dozens of intermediate forms—
missing links that are no longer missing.
The National Geographic magazine cover screams: “Was Darwin Wrong?” The title of the main
article answers boldly, “NO. The evidence for Evolution is overwhelming.”
The brochure quoted from one of the single pages that accompanied the magazine’s main article of
5340 words. The brochure’s author was completely aware of the main article and of its contents but
chose to keep the readers ignorant. Also, the brochure quoted only part of a sentence from that
page. The following is a sample from the main article:
======
Humans are not descended from apes. But then Charles Darwin never claimed we are.
Still, his ideas were misconstrued and lampooned from the beginning. What Darwin
actually said was that the myriad species inhabiting Earth are a result of repeated
branching from common ancestors—a process that came to be called “evolution.” The
mechanism of evolution, Darwin’s “natural selection,” determines how plants and
animals come to look and behave as they do.88
88
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======
When scientists say “theory,” they mean a statement based on observation or
experimentation that explains facets of the observable world so well that it becomes
accepted as fact.89
======
Evolution by natural selection, the central concept of the life’s work of Charles Darwin,
is a theory. It’s a theory about the origin of adaptation, complexity, and diversity among
Earth’s living creatures. … In the same sense, relativity as described by Albert Einstein
is “just” a theory. The notion that Earth orbits around the sun rather than vice versa,
offered by Copernicus in 1543, is a theory. Continental drift is a theory. The existence,
structure, and dynamics of atoms? Atomic theory. Even electricity is a theoretical
construct, involving electrons, which are tiny units of charged mass that no one has ever
seen. Each of these theories is an explanation that has been confirmed to such a degree,
by observation and experiment, that knowledgeable experts accept it as fact. That’s what
scientists mean when they talk about a theory: not a dreamy and unreliable speculation,
but an explanatory statement that fits the evidence.90
======
The supporting evidence is abundant, various, ever increasing, solidly interconnected,
and easily available in museums, popular books, textbooks, and a mountainous
accumulation of peer-reviewed scientific studies. No one needs to, and no one should,
accept evolution merely as a matter of faith.91
======
Two big ideas, not just one, are at issue: the evolution of all species, as a historical
phenomenon, and natural selection, as the main mechanism causing that phenomenon.
The first is a question of what happened. The second is a question of how.92
======
Today the same four branches of biological science from which Darwin drew—
biogeography, paleontology, embryology, morphology—embrace an ever growing body
of supporting data. In addition to those categories we now have others: population
genetics, biochemistry, molecular biology, and, most recently, the whizbang field of
machine-driven genetic sequencing known as genomics.93
======
No aspect of biomedical research seems more urgent today than the study of microbial
diseases. And the dynamics of those microbes within human bodies, within human
populations, can only be understood in terms of evolution.94
======
The capacity for quick change among disease-causing microbes is what makes them so
dangerous to large numbers of people and so difficult and expensive to treat. They leap
from wildlife or domestic animals into humans, adapting to new circumstances as they
go. Their inherent variability allows them to find new ways of evading and defeating
human immune systems.
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By natural selection they acquire resistance to drugs that should kill them. They evolve.
There’s no better or more immediate evidence supporting the Darwinian theory than this
process of forced transformation among our inimical germs.95
======
Antibiotics exert a powerful evolutionary force, driving infectious bacteria to evolve
powerful defenses against all but the most recently invented drugs. As reflected in their
DNA, which uses the same genetic code found in humans and horses and hagfish and
honeysuckle, bacteria are part of the continuum of life, all shaped and diversified by
evolutionary forces. Even viruses belong to that continuum. Some viruses evolve
quickly, some slowly.96
======
Insects and weeds acquire resistance to our insecticides and herbicides through the same
process. As we humans try to poison them, evolution by natural selection transforms the
population of a mosquito or thistle into a new sort of creature, less vulnerable to that
particular poison.
So we invent another poison, then another. It’s a futile effort. Even DDT, with its
ferocious and long-lasting effects throughout ecosystems, produced resistant house flies
within a decade of its discovery in 1939. By 1990 more than 500 species (including 114
kinds of mosquitoes) had acquired resistance to at least one pesticide. Based on these
undesired results, Stephen Palumbi has commented glumly, “humans may be the world’s
dominant evolutionary force.”97

Richard Morris (Endnote 37)

The Origin of Life, pages 25-26
The brochure’s author is saying that the vast majority of species changed very little over time,
which contrasted the orthodox view of gradual change.
The following provides the context of the passage from the book quoted by the brochure. The
chapter is: “How Gradual is Evolution?” (pages 99-124) and the section that the brochure quotes is
headed: “Evolutionary Stasis” (pages 103-105).
When Niles Eldredge began studying fossils of some long-extinct marine animals called
trilobites during the 1960s, he fully expected to find patterns of gradual evolutionary
change. The trilobites, which lived from about 540 million to 245 million years ago,
dominated the oceans. …
95
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He would pick out a trilobite species and find that it changed very little over periods of
up to 8 million years. There were some differences between earlier and later specimens,
but they didn’t seem to be very significant. As far as he could tell, evolution had been
going nowhere. …
Gradually, he began to realize that he had rediscovered a phenomenon that had been well
known to paleontologists who had been contemporary with Darwin. These
paleontologists were aware that species were very stable entities. Stasis, not gradual
change, was the norm in the fossil record. …
Why, then, wasn’t the fact of evolutionary stasis generally known? Apparently
paleontologists had adopted the orthodox idea of gradual evolutionary change and had
held onto it, even when they discovered evidence to the contrary. They had been trying to
interpret fossil evidence in terms of accepted evolutionary ideas. They had seen stasis in
various evolutionary lineages over and over again and had not realized that they were
observing something important. …
You shouldn’t imagine that Eldredge’s findings cast any doubt on the idea of natural
selection. He had only observed that certain species had remained static for long periods
of time. They had certainly evolved from earlier forms, and natural selection was the
only thing that could have caused them to do so. On the other hand, the existence of
stasis implied that evolution might not always be the gradual process that Darwin had
envisioned. And if this was the case, there were other implications. If evolution could, in
effect, grind to a halt for long periods of time, then there would have to be other periods
during which it proceeded more rapidly.98

Matt Cartmill, Fred H. Smith (Endnote 38)

The Origin of Life, page 27
Fact: The Human Lineage (2009) by Matt Cartmill (Boston University) and Fred Smith (Illinois State
University), Wiley Blackwell. ISBN 978-0471214915 is an amazing book!
This is the immediate context of the passage referred to by the brochure:
Opponents of scientific biology are fond of dismissing that record as a pathetic handful of
controversial fragments. If that were so, this [624 page] book [The Human Lineage]
would be a lot shorter. An often repeated creationist canard insists that all known human
fossils would fit on a billiard table. This was probably true in the late 19th century, but it
has not been true for a hundred years. Known human fossils number in the thousands and
represent the remains of hundreds of individuals. They are more numerous and betterstudied than the fossils of any comparable vertebrate group, because the intense interest
that people have in the bones of their ancestors has driven them to devote far more effort
98
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to collecting and studying fossil humans than (say) fossil horses or herring. Having seen
most of the major collections of human fossils in the world’s museums, we can assure our
readers that those collections can no longer be laid out on a billiard table. It would be hard
to cram them all into a boxcar. The growth of the human fossil record has been especially
rapid over the past half century.99
======
Debates in paleo anthropology are often vigorous and contentious. Some writers would
have you believe that such heated debates are both an idiosyncrasy and a shortcoming of
our discipline. We think they are wrong on both counts. The scientific enterprise is
grounded in the assumptions that all knowledge is provisional and that knowledge
increases through the refutation of old ideas and their replacement by new ones. Each
generation of scientists makes its mark by overthrowing the received wisdom of the
previous generation or transcending its limitations. Active and lively sciences are arenas
in which ideas and claims compete for survival. … In these respects, debates over the
meaning of fossil skulls are not different from similar debates in other sciences.100
======
The past is no longer with us. To reconstruct it, we have to look at the traces that it has
left in the present. Discerning those traces and figuring their meanings is not a simple
task. It has taken over 300 years for scientists to arrive at the methods that we rely on
today in using the present to resurrect the distant past.
Ideas about the remote past began with pre-scientific speculation about the formation of
the earth. … Throughout most of the history of Western thought, speculation about the
history of the earth has been constrained by the sacred poetry of the Hebrew scriptures in
which the voice of God from the whirlwind reproves would-be geologists in words of the
gravest majesty: [Job 38:4-7 quoted].101
======
The biblical Flood story has implications that can be checked out If all time fossilized
organisms dies at the same time a few thousand years ago, then all the fossil-bearing
rocks should contain fossils of people aid other extant creatures. But they don’t. If the
Ark saved all the world’s animals from destruction, there shouldn’t be any extinct
species in the fossil record. But there are. (Almost all fossil species are extinct. If all the
animals dispersed from the Ark’s landing site on Mt Ararat, then the world’s faunas
should grow less and less diverse the further away they are from Turkey. They don’t. If
enough rain had fallen to cover all the land—raising the seas an additional seven
miles—then the total rainfall would have amounted to some 1.4 billion cubic miles of
fresh water. How did all that water dry up in 150 days (Genesis 7:24)? Where is it now?
And so on. None of the implications of the biblical Flood story check out. It was not until
this old Mesopotamian legend had been set aside that the building of scientific theories
about the history of the earth’s rocks, animals and plants could begin in earnest.102
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Typical image in the book by Cartmill and Smith that is cited by the brochure
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Charles E. Oxnard (Endnote 39)

The Origin of Life, page 27

(See Endnote 34)
Review of: Fossils, Teeth and Sex-New Perspectives on Human Evolution, Charles E. Oxnard. Hong
Kong University Press, Hong Kong; University of Washington Press, Seattle (Washington)
In the Acknowledgments, the author states that he is not a statistician. Nor is he a
paleontologist Not an encouraging combination for a book dealing with statistical
analysis of ape and human fossils, Unfortunately, this book fails to transcend these
limitations, Moreover, despite the subtitle, there is not much new here. …
The chapters dealing with fossils are disappointing, and in many ways misleading.
There are a number of statistical assumptions, such as equating mode with mean in
small samples that are simply unwarranted (made more inappropriate as the modes
are often broad metric intervals). There are further problems with biological
interpretations of species dental profiles, such as inferences about population sex
ratios determined from the magnitudes of histogram bars, where sexes are unknown
and the bars represent as few as one to four individuals sampled from the entire
temporal span of the species. The central focus of these chapters is the Miocene
hominoid sample from Lufeng, which Oxnard sees as having two species with very
different patterns of dental dimorphism. I know of no paleoanthropologist who has
seen the material, including the Chinese discoverers of the fossils, who interprets this
sample as having more than one, sexually dimorphic, species. It is very probable that
the patterns of dimorphism described by Oxnard are nothing more than statistical and
distributional sampling artifacts of within-sex samples. Given these and many more
problems, it is difficult to see how one could have confidence in any of the results, or
in the inferences about behavior and social organization in the fossil species that stem
from the results. …
The author’s style is too often self-aggrandizing and there seems to be a
preoccupation with the acceptance (or non-acceptance) of his ideas among
anthropologists, The text is also excessively redundant. There is little here that will be
of use to those who work with hominoid and hominid fossils, and much by which
those unfamiliar with the material can be misled.
JAY KELLEY, Biology &Medicine, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island.104
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Robin Derricourt (Endnotes 40, 46)

The Origin of Life, page 27

The Origin of Life, page 28
As the title of his article indicates, Robin Derricort discusses the methods employed by
archaeologists when giving a patented name to the fossil of a hominid. This naming procedure is
has no relevance to determining the “origin” of life. It relates to the machinations of archaeologists,
often based on politics, nationalism, personal ambition, financial backing, and so on. Today,
evolutionary scientists conduct their research into the mechanics of evolution at the atomic,
biological level. The matter of fossils, while making for good publicity in the media, is not the
primary source of information.
The immediate context of Endnote 40
There has been a substantial number of different classificatory schemes, both from those
associated with the newer discoveries and from those standing to one side of these.
Perhaps the only consensus now is that there is no consensus. Both ‘splitters’ – those
who favour multiple species and genera – and ‘lumpers’ – those who prefer a
classificatory and phylogenetic scheme with fewer taxons – vary in the criteria they
consider essential to their classificatory scheme.105
The immediate context of Endnote 46
Nationalism seems to have played a part in the determination to identify a find as
unprecedented, as a hitherto unidentified species. This may be the nationality of the
location, or the nationality of the discovery in a colonial setting, or the nationality
dominating the research team. National pride may enter the selection of a name, which
then makes it more difficult for the next find, under a different nationality, to accept that
name for their find. …
The recovery of fossil hominin skeletal material operates, and has always operated, in a
contemporary framework: that of physical access, national priorities, research funding
and individual research passions. The interpretation of these finds, and in particular their
105
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initial naming, so frequently claiming uniqueness, emphasizes the subjectivity of these
frameworks. The leader of a research team may need to over-emphasize the uniqueness
and drama of a ‘discovery’ in order to attract research funding from outside the
conventional academic sources, and they will certainly be encouraged in this by the print
and electronic media, looking for a dramatic story.106
The following illustrates the nature of Derricort’s article and its irrelevance to the issue at hand—
namely the “origin” of life
It seems Australopithecus africanus and Homo habilis can be defined readily as species;
as can H. sapiens and H. floresiensis. Arguments have been advanced that H. sapiens
neanderthalensis and H. sapiens sapiens could interbreed – claims which may support
their classification at the subspecies level in the classic biological species definition. …
At one point in time a number of scientists may see a line of descent between, say, H.
sapiens, H. ergaster, H. habilis, A. africanus and A. afarensis (e.g. Klein, 1999: 10, 575),
but this will never be the universal view and may change with lumping or splitting. …
The scope for different classifications is of course huge. If we have two fossil finds there
are two possible classification schemes (ab and a/b). For three fossils the options are five
(abc, a/b/c, a/bc, ab/c, ac/b). For four the options are 15 (abcd, a/b/c/d, a/bcd, a/bc/d,
a/b/cd, a/bd/c, ab/c/d, ab/cd, abc/d, abd/c, ac/b/d, ac/bd, acd/b, ad/b/c, ad/bc). This
statistic – the number of ways a group of items can be partitioned into non empty cells –
is the Bell Number (Bell, 1934). A table of Bell numbers(Levine and Dalton, 1962: 418–
19) demonstrates how many classificatory schemes can be placed on even a small
number of separate finds such as fossils: for 15 it is already 190 million, for 50 it is 1857
x 1045. Hence the room for subjectivity in classificatory systems!
The subjective element therefore spreads from lumpers to splitters: those who prefer
fewer taxa to those who prefer more. This operates both as classification by species and
classification by genus. Over 50 years ago Mayr (1950) sought to group all fossil
hominids in one genus and within three species: Homo transvaalensis, H. erectus and H.
sapiens, the most ‘minimalist’ point of classification, which seems to have encouraged
over a decade of calm. By the late 1960s the trend was to see two genera Australopithecus and Homo with a tightly limited number of species: A. boisei, A. robustus, A.
africanus, H. habilis, H. erectus, H. sapiens (divided into primitive, Neanderthal and
modern, either as subspecies or separate species).107
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Gen Suwa, et al. (Endnote 41)

The Origin of Life, page 27
The article does not say nor imply that “nothing is known about when or how humans emerged
from apes”:
With the discovery of Ardipithecus, Orrorin and Sahelanthropus, our knowledge of
hominid evolution before the emergence of Pliocene species of Australopithecus has
significantly increased, extending the hominid fossil record back to at least 6 million
years (Myr) ago. However, because of the dearth of fossil hominoid remains in subSaharan Africa spanning the period 12-7 Myr ago, nothing is known of the actual timing
and mode of divergence of the African ape and hominid lineages. Most genomic-based
studies suggest a late divergence date—5-6 Myr ago and 6-8 Myr ago for the humanchimp and human-gorilla splits, respectively-and some palaeontological and molecular
analyses hypothesize a Eurasian origin of the African ape and hominid clade.
We report here the discovery and recognition of a new species of great ape,
Chororapithecus abyssinicus, from the 10-10.5-Myr-old deposits of the Chorora
Formation at the southern margin of the Afar rift. …
The combined evidence suggests that Chororapithecus may be a basal member of the
gorilla clade, and that the latter exhibited some amount of adaptive and phyletic diversity
at around 10-11 Myr ago.108

In 1804, before his famous grandson was even born, Erasmus Darwin captured the
essence of biological history in verse:
Organic life beneath the shoreless waves
Was born and nurs’d in ocean’s pearly caves;
First forms minute, unseen by spheric glass,
Move on the mud, or pierce the watery mass;
These, as successive generations bloom,
New powers acquire and larger limbs assume;
Whence countless groups of vegetation spring,
And breathing realms of fin and feet and wing.109
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Gyula Gyenis (Endnote 42)

The Origin of Life, page 27
Discussion on the classification of hominids is not relative to determining the “spark” that initially
generated life. The brochure’s author fails to differentiate the “origin of life” – its inauguration –
from its subsequent development – its evolution.
Even if scientists do not know the date or manner of the evolution of humans, this does not mean
that it did not happen.
======
The context of the first statement by Gyula Gyenis relates to classifications by scientists and to
positioning within the evolutionary process
One of the main reasons of the different interpretations of the evolutionary way of the
hominids is that the classification and the evolutionary place of hominid fossils has been
under constant debate. It is caused partly because hominid fossils are not plentiful – in
spite of the growing number of the fossils – and perhaps partly because there are a
number of rival discovery teams, and the importance of a new hominid fossil discovery is
enhanced if the discovery apparently requires new classifications and/or new
interpretations. The criteria for the inclusion of species within the genus Homo have
changed over the years.110
======
The context of the second statement by Gyula Gyenis relates to modern classification controversies,
not to questioning that it took place
The species of the hominids that have been recognised since the late Pliocene fossils in
the continents of the Old World have always been in the center of a never ending debate:
when, where and how they evolved into our species, the Homo sapiens.
One of the main reasons of this debate is the lack of consensus concerning the number of
the taxa of the hominids and their hypodigms. However, the root of this controversy can
be found in the different taxonomies of the order Primates.
The terms “hominoid”, “hominid”, and “hominin” are not interchangeable, but their
classification criteria are variously in a state of flux. In general, the hominoids are a
superfamily of Primates; the family Hominidae is currently considered to comprise both
the great ape lineages and human lineages within the hominoid superfamily; the
subfamily Homininae comprise both the human lineages and the African ape lineages
within the hominids, and the tribe Hominini comprising only the human lineages.111
110
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======
Molecular phylogenetic investigations have provided tools along with those of
paleontological investigations for dating branch-points in phylogeny and thus for
constructing phylogenetic classifications in which taxa at the same rank represent clades
of equivalent age.112
======
Gyula Gynis’ conclusions and possible solutions
The first step on the long way to reach an agreement should be the determination of the
criteria of a genus, then specific criteria for Homo have to be generated. …
Wood and Collard (1999) also suggested based on investigations using both traditional
qualitative characters and characters generated from quantitative data that the only fossil
species that form a clade with Homo sapiens are Homo neanderthalensis, Homo
heidelbergensis, Homo erectus, and Homo ergaster. This opinion is supported by their
body size, body shape, locomotion and diet. The only uncertainty can be seen in the case
of Homo ergaster, whose relative brain size does not align it so strongly with Homo
sapiens. On the other hand, according to cladistic and gradistic criteria, Homo habilis
sensu lato, or Homo habilis sensu stricto and Homo rudolfensis, are closer to
australopithecines than they are to Homo. That means that these two species need either
to be transferred to an existing australopithecine genus or to be placed to a newly created
genus.113

Chris Beard (Endnotes 43, 45); James Randerson (44)

The Origin of Life, page 27
If you are searching online for this article, the surname of the author who submitted this Opinion is
Beard. Also note that the online article is not an exact replica of the Opinion piece in the physical
magazine. Even the title was changed, from “A fine fossil – but a missing link she’s not” to “Why
Ida fossil is not the missing link”.
The following is from the Opinion piece in the physical New Scientist magazine.
Ida is the first known member of a new genus and species (Darwinius massillae)
belonging to an extinct group of early primates called the adapiforms, whose overall
proportions and anatomy resemble those of a lemur. …
She belongs somewhere closer to the base of the tree than living lemurs do. But this does
not necessarily make Ida a close relative of the anthropoids – the group of primates that
includes monkeys, apes, you and me. …
112
113
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Ida is not a “missing link” in human evolution. She is, nevertheless, a remarkably
complete specimen that promises to teach us a great deal about the biology of some of
the earliest and least human-like of known primates. For this, we can celebrate her
discovery as a real, if incremental advance.114
The following is from the article in The Guardian115 [Endnote 44].
Fossil Ida: Extraordinary find is ‘missing link’ in human evolution
Perfectly preserved fossil Ida, unveiled in New York today,
provides unprecedented insight into our ancestry

Scientists have discovered an exquisitely preserved ancient primate fossil that they
believe forms a crucial “missing link” between our own evolutionary branch of life and
the rest of the animal kingdom. …
The skeleton is 95% complete and thanks to the unique location where she died, it is
possible to see individual hairs covering her body and even the make-up of her final
meal. …
“This will be the one pictured in the textbooks for the next hundred years,” said Dr Jørn
Hurum, the palaeontologist from Oslo University’s Natural History Museum who
assembled the scientific team to study the fossil. “It tells a part of our evolution that’s
been hidden so far. It’s been hidden because the only [other] specimens are so
incomplete and so broken there’s nothing almost to study.” …
The researchers believe it comes from the time when the primate lineage, that diversified
into monkeys, apes and ultimately humans, split from a separate group that went on to
become lemurs and other less well known species.
Crucially though, Ida is not on the lemur line because she lacks two key characteristics
shared by lemurs – a grooming claw on her second toe and a fused set of teeth called a
tooth comb. Also, a bone in her ankle called the talus is shaped like members of our
branch of the primates. So the researchers believe she may be on our evolutionary line
dating from just after the split with the lemurs.
Endnotes 43 and 45 on page 27 of the WTS’s brochure, “The Origin of Life” refer to the New
Scientist periodical of 30 May 2009.
The text in the WTS’s brochure does not match the text of the New Scientist’s online article.
Further investigation shows that the online text does not accurately replicate the text that appeared
in print in the physical magazine. The WTS’s brochure matches the print version of New Scientist.
In an email response dated 9 August 2019, New Scientist advised me:
“Thank you for your observation, which has been passed to me. As an increasing
proportion of publications do, we put news and comment articles online as soon as they
are ready. We then cut them to fit the space available in print. Sometimes, as in the case
you highlight, this involves rewriting, often to make the text denser and perhaps crisper and always to fit a rectangular page.”
So I asked Professor Beard, writer of the item in question, about the amendments to his text and the
addition of artwork. In an email of 10 August 2019, Professor Beard responded:
“My recollection is that both the online and print versions of my original piece were
edited by the staff at New Scientist. The prose in the online version is closer to what I
originally wrote, but even that version was edited. I think they were trying to emphasize
114
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the PR aspects of the episode in the print version of the magazine. The cladogram shown
in the online version was produced by New Scientist and not by me. It has some serious
problems, notably including the omission of tarsiers and showing ‘Ida’ and other
adapiforms as being nested within lorises and lemurs rather than being outside the crown
clade, as they should be.”
Professor Beard referred me to a contemporary article of his that appeared in “The American
Scientist, Volume 97, September-October 2009, pages 410-413. It is available online at:
https://www.americanscientist.org/article/the-weakest-link. Hopefully the online version replicates
the magazine’s printed text.

Carl N. Stephan (Endnote 47)

The Origin of Life, page 28
This is not related to “the origin” of life.
======
Four primary fallacies of facial “reconstruction”
Fallacy 1: We can predict facial soft tissues from the skull, creating faces that are
correctly recognizable. …
There are several major limitations that render traditional/current facial approximation
methods unlikely to generate accurate face anatomies and hence visages that can be
purposefully and correctly recognized. …
Since there are relatively few tested soft to hard tissue relationships currently known for
modern humans, it is clear that the use of facial approximation techniques on ancestral
skulls of modern Homo are fundamentally flawed. The decomposition of the soft tissue
parts of paleoanthropological beings makes it impossible for the detail of their actual soft
tissue face morphology and variability to be known, as well as the variability of the
relationship between the hard and the soft tissue. As a result, the faces of earlier human
ancestors cannot be objectively constructed or tested. Attempts based on modem ape
morphologies (and variabilities) are likely to be heavily biased, grossly inaccurate, and
invalid because the hard to soft tissue relationships of modern apes are unlikely to be the
same as hominid ancestors due to changes arising from secular trends and evolutionary
forces. Hence any facial “reconstructions” of earlier hominids are likely to be
misleading.
Fallacy 2: Faces are reconstructed from skulls …
The fallacy that practitioners can predict accurately the soft tissues of the face has wide
ramifications since it generates other fallacies that act to reinforce this initial fallacy. An
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example is the most common name given to the method of building a face from a skull –
“facial reconstruction”. Apart from the disadvantage that this name is already used to
describe other procedures, like the process of reassembling skull fragments and methods
of medical facial surgery, “reconstruction” implies exactness, something that current
methods of building faces from skulls cannot claim. … If the term “facial
approximation” was used instead of “facial reconstruction” less awe would be generated,
and practitioners might receive less fame and attention.
Fallacy 3: Facial approximation is creditable because it is partly science …
Suggesting that facial approximation is partly a scientific method is not wrong since
there are a few components that are scientifically derived like various average soft tissue
depth data. However, the methods based on these scientifically derived data form only a
small part of the overall facial approximation process, which overwhelmingly relies on
untested and subjective soft tissue prediction guidelines. …
Fallacy 4: We know facial “reconstruction” works (i.e., generates recognitions from
the constructed faces) because it has been successful in forensic cases
This is a common defence to criticism of the method of facial approximation, however it
is a weak one. Certainly facial approximation has been successful in generating
leads/tentative identifications in at least some forensic cases involving unidentified
human remains. Reported practitioner success rates are also high. …Evidence indicates
that facial approximations are identified at least occasionally, but this does not mean that
the faces are being recognized purposefully, which is the intended goal of facial
approximation.116
======
Facial “reconstruction” is still being used in paleoanthropology despite elemental flaws
in this application.117
======
Most lay individuals still appear to be of the misleading opinion that facial
“reconstruction” does actually result in visages that are recognizable as the person to
whom the skull belonged, even though little if any evidence exists for this relationship.118
======
Despite the controversy of the facial approximation method and associated fallacies that
have been promoted over its lifetime, the facial approximation technique is useful to
forensic science. Even if facial approximation does not reliably generate specific and
purposeful recognitions, it draws public attention which increases case profile and the
likelihood of victim identification via other means.119
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Ralph L. Holloway, Douglas C. Broadfield, and Michael S.Yuan
(Endnote 48)

The Origin of Life, page 28
The following is from the Volume referenced at Endnote 48
It is curious that in all of the scenarios described and for all the speculation provided, not
a single source has bothered to examine the actual fossil evidence for human brain
evolution, namely the paleoneurological record composed of the brain casts (endocasts)
produced from the actual cranial remains of the fossil hominids from Australopithecus
afarensis of three to four million years ago (MYA)—and potentially in earlier hominid
species—through to modern Homo sapiens. …
It is true that we will never fully understand how the human brain evolved. Brains do not
fossilize, and even if they did, there is no way to read out their behavioral qualities. …
Brain endocasts—the casts made from the inside of the skull—are the only direct
evidence we have about hominid brain evolution. The data resulting from analyzing such
objects is admittedly limited in quantity and quality, but surely far from worthless. …
This book is … a detailed analysis of the direct evidence—the endocasts—and how these
show changes through time, both in terms of brain size and what can be ascertained
about the brain’s organization from surface features. … What we are striving for herein
is a scenario of hominid brain evolution based on the direct fossil evidence, which
consists of brain size, lobar patterns, shape and morphometric analyses, and asymmetries,
as each of these variables has some correlation with behavioral variation. …
We have not discovered any genes for language, asymmetries, or reduction of
Brodmann’s area 17; nor do we know what the distribution of oxytocin receptors were
like in the thalamus of Homo habilis. We do not know what drove or produced sexual
dimorphism in brain size, and we cannot detect sexually dimorphic neural nuclei or fiber
tracts in our paleoneurological record….
In time, with the future unraveling of DNA and the stereochemical properties of the
proteins they help produce, we might have a better picture of the molecular changes that
underlie our more gross neuroanatomical variation. Instead, what we find presently in
our paleoneurological remains are the variates of size, overall morphology, asymmetries,
regional differences in gyri and sulci, and variations in meningeal patterns. We use these
to offer speculations about their interrelatedness and evolution through time, and even
here we often feel on shaky ground.
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Ursula Dicke, Gerhard Roth (Endnote 49)

The Origin of Life, page 28
The immediate context of the passage at Endnote 49
Anatomically, the human brain is very similar to that of other primates because humans
and chimpanzees share an ancestor that walked the earth less than seven million years
ago.
Accordingly, the human brain contains no highly conspicuous characteristics that might
account for the species’ cleverness. For instance, scientists have failed to find a
correlation between absolute or relative brain size and acumen among humans and other
animal species. Neither have they been able to discern a parallel between wits and the
size or existence of specific regions of the brain, excepting perhaps Broca’s area, which
governs speech in people. The lack of an obvious structural correlate to human intellect
jibes with the idea that our intelligence may not be wholly unique: studies are revealing
that chimps, among various other species, possess a diversity of humanlike social and
cognitive skills.
Nevertheless, researchers have found some microscopic clues to humanity’s aptitude. We
have more neurons in our brain’s cerebral cortex (its outermost layer) than other
mammals do. The insulation around nerves in the human brain is also thicker than that of
other species, enabling the nerves to conduct signals more rapidly. Such biological
subtleties, along with behavioral ones, suggest that human intelligence is best likened to
an upgrade of the cognitive capacities of nonhuman primates rather than an exceptionally
advanced form of cognition.120
======
Researchers date the development of human grammar and syntax to between 80,000 and
100,000 years ago, which makes it a relatively recent evolutionary advance.121
The article in Scientific American Mind recommends further reading by the same authors:
“Evolution of the Brain and Intelligence. G. Roth and U. Dicke in Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Vol.
9, No. 5, pages 250–257; May 2005”.

During 3.5 million years of human evolution, an enormous increase in brain size has
occurred, from a volume of 450 cm3 found in Australopithecines to about 1350 cm3 in
modern Homo sapiens and 1500 cm3 in Homo neanderthalensis, which is mostly the
result of a positively allometric growth of the cortex (Fig. I). Experts agree that such a
rapid growth, independent of its evolutionary ‘driving forces’, must be based on
relatively simple genetic mechanisms.
120
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Figure I. The relationship between body size and brain size or endocranial volume
(extinct species) in great apes (blue triangles: bonobo, orang-utan, chimpanzee, gorilla),
australopithecines (red squares: Australopithecus africanus, A robustus, A. boisei) and
hominids (green circles: Homo habilis, H. erectus, H. sapiens, H. neanderthalensis).
Whereas in the great apes and the extinct australopithecines, brain/endocranial volume
has increased only slightly with body size, in hominids a steep increase in
brain/endocranial volume has occurred during 2.5 million years culminating in the brain
of the extinct Homo neanderthalensis, which with a volume of 1200–1750 cm3 was
considerably larger than that of modern Homo sapiens.122

Milford H. Wolpoff (Endnote 50)

The Origin of Life, page 28
The complete sentence and its context comes from the article’s opening Abstract.
Since their first discovery, Neandertals have served as an out-group for interpreting
human variation. Their out-group role has changed over the years because in spite of the
fact that Neandertals are the most abundant of all fossil remains (or perhaps because of
this) their interpretation is the most controversial of all human fossils. Many believe
them to be a different, albeit humanlike species, but recent genetic evidence supports
anatomical interpretations indicating that interbreeding with other humans was an
important aspect of human evolution. The combination of anatomical difference and
restricted gene flow between populations suggests the possibility that Neandertals may
have been a true human race.123
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======
Modern humans, meaning living humans and their immediate ancestors, vary
extensively. Modernity means different things in different places, but modern human
variation is limited in that the one thing it usually does not mean is Neandertal. However,
this has not always been the case. Historically, the interpretation that there was a
Neandertal race first meant that Neandertals fell within this variation, whereas the
interpretation that there was a Neandertal species meant falling outside of it. Later, the
issue became more complex with the recognition that ancient races might be expected to
differ more than modern populations from different geographic regions do because of
subsequent evolutionary changes and expanding population size. The difficulty with the
Neandertal issue increased with the recognition that the human variation is not racial.
Discussions of a Neandertal race ultimately address how we view human racial variation
in an evolutionary context. The role of Neandertals in understanding human variation is
complex because of the combination of anatomical difference, restricted gene flow with
contemporaries, and the temporal difference between Neandertals and modern humans.124
======
Most researchers now agree that Neandertals are in the same species as living people and
as populations penecontemporary with Neandertals that are regarded as modern humans
or their immediate ancestors, such as Omo, Herto, or Qafzeh.125
======
In terms of magnitude of variation, significant isolation, and regional identity,
Neandertals fit the description of subspecies in ways that no living or recent human
groups do. In particular, they fit the description of subspecies as allotaxa
(‘‘morphologically diagnosable yet not reproductively isolated’’ populations).126
======
The most significant new evidence for regarding Neandertals as a subspecies of Homo
sapiens is that Neandertal genes dispersed under selection to populations with
descendants, where they led to significant adaptive changes. … The introgression of
Neandertal genes into the human genome indicates that the gene flow was two way.
At the same time, the recent introgressions of genes that evolved at a much earlier time
suggest that Neandertal populations were significantly isolated from other human
populations, as they may well have been from each other [we have little evidence
addressing this (Excoffier, 2006)]. The new evidence of restricted gene flow, combined
with older observations of a distinct geographic range and the magnitude of anatomical
differences between Neandertals and their penecontemporaries, suggest that unlike any
population today, it is reasonable to interpret Neandertals as a human subspecies.
Neandertals, it would appear, are the best established demonstration that humans in the
past, like many other mammals (Mayr, 1963), formed distinct races.127
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G. A. Clark, C. M. Willermet (Endnote 51)

Any reader of the brochure would feel confident that pages 5 and/or 60 of the book listed as
Endnote 51128 displays this image from ape to erect human. There are no pictures on either page of
that book. Appropriately, the cited book states:
The current assault on science as a paradigm for reality seems to require an affirmation
of my conviction that a sciencelike view of the world is the only rational approach to
understanding questions of long-term human biological and cultural evolution.129
The authors identify two paradigms:
Assuming an African origin for the Hominidae in general, current advocates of the
continuity position argue that there was continual gene flow in peripheral areas of the
world from the latter part of the Homo erectus stage right on up to that of anatomically
modern Homo sapiens. They postulate that Homo erectus radiated out of Africa between
1.8 and 0.7 million years ago and spread through the middle latitudes of the Old World.
These colonizers developed regional morphological (racial) characteristics soon after
their arrival in peripheral regions and evolved anagenically into archaic Homo sapiens
(including neandertals) and then into anatomically modern humans (H. sapiens sapiens),
all the while maintaining genetic continuity. …
The replacement position also holds that Homo erectus populations left Africa in the
Lower Pleistocene and subsequently populated the middle latitudes of the Old World.
However, the replacement view argues that early anatomically modern Homo sapiens
evolved only in Africa late in the Middle Pleistocene (<200,000 years ago) from a Homo
erectus population that had not migrated. By a process that has never been made clear,
some of these modern populations also supposedly emigrated from Africa, displacing,
extirpating, outcompeting, or, most generally, replacing neandertal and other archaic
Homo sapiens indigenous populations that had evolved anagenically from the original
Homo erectus colonizers.130
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The book does illustrate these two positions—continuity and replacement—but these images bear
no resemblance to the image at page 29 of the Watchtower’s brochure.
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When the brochure speaks of “biases and assumptions of researchers and artists, not on facts”133, it
refers to pages 5 and 60 of the book by Clark and Willermet. This is the closest I could locate:
I provide here a personal account of the preconceptions, biases, and assumptions that
underlie my approach to modern human origins (MHO) research. At stake in the MHO
debate is an elaborate patchwork of ideas, theories, facts, and observations that make up
the contemporary scientific view of the origins of our species. If anything is evident from
the debate, however, it is that “the contemporary scientific view” of our origins is in no
sense a unitary phenomenon, but instead a kaleidoscope of different colors and prisms
that changes each time it is twisted. I take it as indisputable that human origins
researchers pertain to different intellectual traditions that emphasize different sets of facts
and theories differentially, and I argue here that it is this largely implicit selection
process that shapes research protocols and conclusions for the various kinds of
researchers involved in the debate. …
My approach to research is ultimately determined by my formal training in the
intellectual tradition to which I pertain (that of anglophone, New World, anthropological
archaeology), combined with the general kinds of problems and questions with which I
have been concerned throughout my career (biological and cultural aspects of human
adaptation in “deep time”) and the necessity for modifying these intellectual components
to satisfy the requirements of actual data sets obtained through field work. I think field
work is important. No matter how compelling a theory might be, it must eventually be
subjected to some kind of empirical test if it is to be accorded credibility in an
explanatory framework.134

Steven Jay Gould (Endnote [51]a)
The following passages are from endnote [51]a on page 32. There are no images on that page of
Gould’s book, despite the inference at page 29 of the brochure.
Primates are visual animals par excellence, and the iconography of persuasion strikes
even closer than words to the core of our being. Every demagogue, every humorist, every
advertising executive, has known and exploited the evocative power of a well-chosen
picture.
Scientists lost this insight somewhere along the way. … We view our pictures only as
ancillary illustrations of what we defend by words. Few scientists would view an image
itself as intrinsically ideological in content. … The familiar iconographies of evolution
are all directed-sometimes crudely, sometimes subtly-toward reinforcing a comfortable
view of human inevitability and superiority. …
Note a famous version from the very end of [the 18th] century (figure 1.3). In his
Regular Gradation in Man, British physician Charles White shoehorned all the ramifying
diversity of vertebrate life into a single motley sequence running from birds through
crocodiles and dogs, past apes, and up the conventional racist ladder of human groups to
a Caucasian paragon:
Where shall we find, unless in the European, that nobly arched head,
containing such a quantity of brain? Where the perpendicular face, the
prominent nose, and round projecting chin? Where that variety of features, and
fullness of expression, those rosy cheeks and coral lips? (White, 1799).135
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136

This tradition never vanished, even in our more enlightened age.

137

While the story of evolution undoubtedly includes human beings, it is not about us. The
long history of life helps to explain our presence, but it can be interpreted as a journey
toward man only if we strike a particular course through the Tree of Life.138

On pages 30-36 Gould presents images that are in the fashion of the image at page 29 of the
brochure, condemning each, including this one that he found personally embarrassing.
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The following is also from the book by Gould (brochure Endnote [51]a).
Life arose at least 3.5 billion years ago, about as soon as the earth became cool enough
for stability of the chief chemical components. (I do not, by the way, view the origin of
life itself as a chancy or unpredictable event. I suspect that given the composition of
early atmospheres and oceans, life’s origin was a chemical necessity. Contingency arises
later, when historical complexity enters the picture of evolution.)
With respect to the old belief in steady progress, nothing could be stranger than the early
evolution of life—for nothing much happened for ever so long. The oldest fossils are
prokaryotic cells some 3.5 billion years old (see [Gould’s] pages 57-58). The fossil
record of this time also includes the highest form of macroscopic complexity evolved by
these prokaryotesstromatolites. These are layers of sediment trapped and bound by
prokaryotic cells. The layers may pile up one atop the other, as tides bury and re-form the
mats—and the whole structure may come to resemble a cabbage in cross section (also in
size).
Stromatolites and their prokaryotic builders dominated the fossil record throughout the
world for more than 2 billion years. The first eukaryotic cells (the complex textbook
variety, complete with nucleus and numerous structures of the cytoplasm) appeared some
1.4 billion years ago. The conventional argument holds that eukaryotic cells are a
prerequisite for multicellular complexity, if only because sexual reproduction require
paired chromosomes, and only sex can supply the variation that natural selection needs
as raw material for further complexity.
But multicellular animals did not arise soon after the origin of eukaryotic cells; they first
appeared just before the Cambrian explosion some 570 million years ago. Hence, a good
deal more than half the history of life is a story of prokaryotic cells alone, and only the
last one-sixth of life’s time on earth has included multicellular animals.140
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